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This inviting entrance offers an experience that's down-to-Earth ... almost! 

Here is your ground school in Washington, D.C. The "instructors" are four 4051s programmed to test 
and teach you. 

B) ••••• CORRECT 
THE AILEROHS OH EACH WING SI"UlTANEOUSLY ~UE 
IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS IN RESPONSE TO PILOT 
~UE~NT OF THE COCKPIT CONTROL (STICK OR WHEEL). 

I I 
ACTION OF AILERONS "OUES THE PLAHE ON 
ITS LONGITUDUHAL AXIS 

STAND BY FOR QUESTION 13 
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TRAILING POSITION 

LOWERING AILERONS 
INCREASES LIFT 
AND RAISES WING 

RAISING AILERON 
DECREASES LIFT 
AND LOWERS WING 

o 

o 
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Visiting Graphic Systems 
C at The Smithsonian 

(-

by Dave Barnard 
Tektronix, Inc. 
Wilsonville, OR 

If your plans for the summer include a visit to 
the nation's capitol city, you'll find that the 
Smithsonian Institution is one of your 
sightseeing alternatives. Don't resist the urge 
to visit this historical and scientific archive. 
And while you're there, drop by the 
Institution's National Air and Space 
Museum; 4050 Series Graphic System users 
will find a familiar sight there. 

The exhibits at the Air and Space Museum 
span the generations from man's first flight 
up to present-day space exploration. But in 
the Southwest corner of the museum is one 
part that will make 4050 System users feel 
right at home. This room is devoted to the 
relatively down-to-earth subject of general 
aviation; the invitation at the entrance, "Let 
the flying school put you in the cockpit," is 
reason enough to enter. And once you do, 
you'll find the exhibit similar to a real flight 
school in many ways-the flight trainer 
might be the first thing that catches your eye. 
And like all flight courses, this one has a 
ground school too. But this ground school is 
special. 

The faculty of this ground school consists of 
four 4051 Graphic Systems, and they're 
ready to give each visitor individual instruc
tion. You may have to wait, as these instruc
tors get a lot of attention. But while you're 
waiting, check out the two 4051s in the 
corner. They're programmed to tell you 
about general aviation airfields near your 
home. 

To find out about airfields, just enter your 
zip code from the keyboard of one of the 
systems. (One of the systems "knows" the 
lower half of the zip codes; the other knows 
the upper half.) I tested one with an obscure 
97062; it replied with a long list of airports 
near home that are used by small aircraft. 
Some I'd not thought or known about 
before, though all were within commuting 
distance by car. The 4051 was equally 
unperplexed by 97077, its "home town." 

licensing requirements to instrument flight. 
When you're ready, just press the ap
propriate function key (they're all labeled). 
The "instructor" will ask you a question, such 
as how to bank a plane for a turn. Since it's a 
multiple choice quiz, you can use trial and 
error, or you can 'use the thought-provoking 
clues provided for you. By the design of the 
quiz, you'll learn something either way. 

When you give the correct answer, you don't 
just get words; your instructor is equally at 
ease with words or pictures on the same 
screen display. The text explains and rein
forces what you just learned; a displayed 
sketch of the aircraft points out the impor
tant control surfaces. For the bank turn 
question, for instance, the display clearly 
shows that the ailerons are on the wings of 
the plane, while the text explains their 
importance in a turn operation. The 4051 
will continue to quiz you in this manner until 
you've been there for a while; you'll then 
receive a polite reminder to let someone else 
have a turn. 

When you first see the equipment, you may 
have some difficulty finding the 
TEKTRONIX label on the front, as some 
"face-lifting" has been done to protect the 

equipment from the heavy use it receives 
there. A plastic cover replaces the bezel 
around the screen, and covers all but just a 
few keys on the keyboard. The remaining 
numeric keys, function keys, and the return 
key are sufficient for responding to the 
instructive questions in the quiz. Covering 
the unneeded keys, coupled with the clever 
programming of the Smithsonian staff, tunes 
the class into the subject of general aviation, 
rather than diverting them into program
ming. The white function keys in the upper 
left part ofthe keyboard may even seem to be 
specially contoured, worn a little as a result 
of the masses of eager learners using them 
seven days a week. While the systems may 
look a little weary from their constant use, a 
human instructor would be overwhelmed in 
no time by the continuous flow of people, 
sometimes three or four deep at each 
machine. 

When you've completed your lesson, you'll 
have learned something about aviation. 
You'll have had another interesting ex
perience, seeing the familiar 4051 Graphic 
Systems being used in a completely different 
way than you're likely used to. And 
whenever you think you're ready, you can 
test your new skills on one of the flight 
simulators. JjJ:J 

When one of the ground school instructors is This youngster appears to be helping mom brush up on her flying skills. 

available, take a course ranging from pilot The Smithsonian staff makes learning fun - on a 4051 and in their many, many other exhibits. 
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More at The Smithsonian: 
Behind the Scenes. 

by Terry Davis 
TEKniques staff 

with Patricia Kelley 
TEKniques staff 

The National Air and Space Museum 

There are a number of 4051 Graphic Systems 
at the National Air and Space Museum, 
many of them serving as interactive stations 
for the museum exhibits. Any many visitors 
are rightly impressed by the displays and 
their viewer quizzes. In fact, such a surface 
glance prompted us to look behind the scenes 
at the museum, and meet the people who 
make the displays happen. As we meet them, 
we'll also look more closely at what they're 
doing, and how. 

Setting Up An Exhibit 

In the "classic" museum, displays are 
primarily artifacts, discovered or preserved, 
set up with appropriate lighting and a timely 
backdrop. But with many of the exhibits at 
the National Air and Space Museum, this 
isn't the case. Some exhibits are of space 
hardware or planetary relics, but often the 
displays relate on-going research or the 
discovery of concepts or relationships. To 
provide exhibits of such a nature, the audio
visual department is called upon to provide 
action or animated film, video tapes, or 
interactive displays. 

Central control of the exhibits resides with 
Hernan Otano, Chief of Audio Visuals. His 
department puts exhibits together, obtaining 
equipment and configuring systems to fit the 
particular curator's design. The Audio
Visual Department, like the rest of the 
museum, operates under a philosophy of 

self-sufficiency. That means they create their 
own displays, select the necessary equipment 
to assemble the exhibit, and maintain and 
repair the equipment as necessary. If there 
are programs to be written, they do that as 
well. 

Otano's equipment interest ranges from the 
capabilities of the system down to the 
electro-mechanical make-up of the gear. 
This is important because he and his staff 
service all displays and the equipment that 

they contain. With responsibilities from 
computer programming to building lighting, 
ease of maintenance is an important con
sideration. 

Of the displays, Otano notes, flOur maxim is 
to teach. Not just provide a flashy display 
and a surface look, but to teach the many 
visitors something through their visit." He 
says that graphics and interactivity playa 
~ery important part in fulfilling that direc-f\ 
bve. U 

Hernan Otano (center) is Chief of Audio-Visual Systems at the National Air and Space Museum. With 
him are Dick Wakefield (left) and John Hartman. They are shown in the control center which contains a 0' 
PDP 11/40. The 11/40 monitors each audio-visual installation plus much of the track lighting. This . 
continuous monitoring takes 34,000 operations, performed at five a second. The 11/40 also starts the 
exhibits in the morning and shuts them down at night. Otano says in the six years of operation, they 
have only had ~ hour of down time. 
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As Mr. Otano's staff assembles an exhibit, 
they consider factors beyond the display of 
information, as the concern for main
tainability might indicate. The traffic, for 

( -. instance. The National Air and Space 
. Museum operates 7 days a week, for an 
average of 10 hours a day (II hours in the 

(:' 

summer). This translates to over a million 
visitors in an average month. If any of the 
equipment in the exhibit fails under this 
load, the failure is usually corrected on the 
spot. Hernan Otano points out, "everyone on 
staff knows how to repair all of the equip
ment in this museum." 

An Example: The General Aviation 
Exhibit 

One typical example of an interactive exhibit 
is the General Aviation exhibit (described in 
Dave Barnard's article elsewhere in this 
issue). In this exhibit, 4051 Graphic Systems 
were chosen because the exhibit required 
high-resolution graphic display capabilities 
to represent the concepts in a way that the 
audience would appreciate. The format 
allows visitors to interact with the exhibits, 
which is the key to success; Hernan Otano 
looks at the 4051's as "instructors" in a 
ground training school. And, of course, the 
program that drives the exhibit displays was 
written by John Hartman and other staff 
members on their 4051 Graphic Systems. 

A behind-the-scenes 4051 System located in the control center, is used by Hartman to develop programs 
for the exhibits, preview exhibit display text and other tasks. 
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In the General Aviation exhibit visitors may take a 
ground school lesson from a 4051 and then move on 
to a hands-on session in the Link Trainer. It's up 
to Otano and his staff to choose, install and main
tain such equipment. 



The following displays illustrate some of the 
ground training visitors receive from the 
4051s. 

QUIZ tI QUESTION tI 
THE DRAWING SHOWS THE FOUR FORCES WHICH ACT UPOH AH 
AIRPLANE WHICH IS IN STRAIGHT-AHD-lEVEl FLIGHT AT A 
CONSTANT SPEED. THE FORCE AT [Il IS CAllED: 

A) LIFT 
B) THRUST 
C) WEIGHT 
D) DRAG 

ANSWERB) •••••• CORRECT •••••• 
AN AIRPLANE MUST HAVE THRUST [IJ TO PROPEL Il THROUGH THE 
AIR RAPIDLY ENOUGH TO "AINTAIN lIFT. 

STAND BY FOR QUESTI ON 12 

[2J WEIGHT 

[3J DRAG 

[4J LIFT 

QUI~H:lp~g¥!~W:T!~ SYSTE" IS A SOURCE OF AIR PRESSURE 
FOR OPERATION OF THE: 

A) ••• Al TI"ETER 
B) ... VERTICAL SPEED IHDICATOR 
C) ••• AIRSPEED INDICATOR 
D) ••• All OF THE ABOVE 

ANSWER? 
D) ... CORRECT ... THE PilOT-STATIC SVSTEI'I PROVIDES I"PACT AND 

STATIC AIR PRESSURE TO THE AIRSPEED INDICATOR AND 
STATIC PRESSURE TO THE ALlTI"ETER AND VERTICAL SPEED 
INDICATOR. 

SCHE"ATIC DIAGRA!'I OF PilOT HEAD 

QUIZ 12 QUESTION II 
IF AN AIRCRAFT FLIES AT AN AIRSPEED OF 128 "PH 
INTO A DIRECT WIND OF 28 "PH: 

PITOT 
PREASURE 
CHA"BER 

PITOT 
LINE 

A •• GROUNDSPEED WIll BE 148 "PH 
B •• GROUNDSPEED WIll BE 188 "PH 
C •• AIRSPEED WIll BE 199 "PH 

STAND BY FOR QUESTION 12 

0 .. GROUNDSPEED WIll BE 128 "PH 

ANSWER 
B .. CORRECT .. !'lOTION OF THE AIR AFFECTS THE SPEED WITH WHICH 
AIRPLANES !'lOVE OVER THE EARTH'S SURFACE. AIRSPEED, THE 
RATE AT WHICH A PLANE "OVES THROUGH THE AIR, IS NOT 
AFFECTED BY A I R !'lOTI ON. 

WIND 

NO 
WIND 

o I RECTI ON +++++ 
<TAILWIND) 

,--------------, 
GROUNDSPEED D AIRSPEED 

~ 

GROUNDSPEEO = 
AIRSPEED + TAilWIND 

~ 

GROUNDSPEED • 
AIRSPEED - HEADWIND 

~ 

NO 
WIND 

WIND 
DIRECTION +++++ 
(TAilWIND) 

WIND 
DIRECTION 
(HEADWIHD) 

WIND 
DIRECTION 
(HEADWIND) .................... ....... ___________ ...J .... ++ .......... + .. + 

------------_._---
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2) THE ANGLE DEFINED AS "THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE RELATIVE 
WIND AND THE NING CHORD" IS: 

A .. ANGLE OF ATTACK 
B •• ANGLE OF INCIDENCE 
C .. ANGLE OF SWEEPBACK 
D •• DIHEDRAL 

~ CHORD LINE 

~ 
RELATIVE WIND_ 

ANSWER B .. INCORRECT .. ANGLE OF INCIDENCE IS THE ANGLE FOR"ED 
BY THE lONGITUDINAL AXIS OF THE AIRPLANE AND THE 
CHORD OF THE WING. IT IS NORItAllY FIXED IN ANY 
GIVEN AIRPLANE. STAND BY TO TRY AGAIN. 

~ CHORD liNE 

lONGITUDINAL AXIS 

FLIGHT PATH 

IlUIZ 12 QUESTION IJ 
THE TYPE OF CLOUD CONSIDERED tIOST DANGEROUS TO FLY 
11It0UGH IS THE: 

A •• CIRROCU"ULUS 
B •• ALTOCUlftlLUS 
C •• STRATOtUflULUS 
D •• C,,"ULONIII8US 

D ••• 

1-----------------------------------------1 
I HME AND I I IDENTIFICATION I 
I I COfIPOSITIDH I AHO WEATHER CHANGES I 
I ABBREU. I I THAT PlAY OCCUR I 1------------------------------------------1 
I CIRRO I ICE I tlACKEREL SKY I 
I CUftULUS I CRYSTALS I STDRII APPROACHING. I 
I Cc I I I 1------------------------------------------1 1 ALTO I I COLD FRONT 1 1 CUttULUS I ICE AND 1 COLD FRONT "AY aE I 
1 Ae 1 WATER 1 HEARl OR COULD BE A 1 
I 1 1 THUHOERSTOR". I 1-----------------------------------------1 
1 STRATa 1 1 HEAUY ROLLS I 
1 C,,"ULUS I MATER 1 USUALLY HO ICING 1 
1 Se 1 I PRESEHT. 1 1--------------------------------------1 
1 CUllULO 1 ICE AT TOP I THUHOERHEAD 1 
I HIt.US I 1 (AHUIL-LIKE TOP.) 1 
ICblllATERI 1 1--------------------------------------1 

APPRO)(. ALITUDE I, "I' TO '1,888' 

1----------------------------------------r 
I HAtiE AND I CDttPOSITIOH I AH~~~l~UA~=GES I 
I ABIREU. 1 1 THltT NAY OCCUR I 1--------------------------------------------1 
I CUNIlUS I 1 FfllR WEATHER 1 
I Cu I NATER I GEHERALL Y IPIPROUING I 
I 1 I CONDITIONS. I 
1----------------------------------------------1 
1 CUNULO I ICE AT TOP I 1 
1 HINBUS I I (AHUI t 

I ttl I NATER I ==l~Ts , : 
I 1 I GUS • I 1-----------------------------------------1 

QUIZ.6 QUESTION 12 

AIRPLANES OF 12,588 lBS. OR lESS "ANUFACTURED AFTER 
1'4~ AND CERTIFIED BY FAA ARE REQUIRED TO HAUE AIRSPEED 
INDICATORS THAT CONFOR" TO A STANDARD COLOR-CODED "ARKING 

m~~~~D A~E~~t~SI~AI~D T~~lg~EEAF A~C;I~~T I~O~f~I~~A~THIS 
WHICH OF THE FOllOWING AIRSPEEDS? 

1_ 

A) POWER-OFF STAlliNG SPEED NITH THE WING FLAPS AND lANDING 
GEAR IN THE lANDING POSITION. 

B) NORItAl OPERATING RANGE 
C) CAUTI ON RANGE 
D) NEUER-EXCEED SPEED 

ANSWER 

{2l. WHITE ARC 

RED LINE 

YEllOW ARC REEN ARC 

~) ... CORRECT ... THE AIRSPEED NEEDLE WOULD BE IN THE [GREENJ 
ARC TO INDICATE NOR"Al OPERATING AIRSPEED. 

STAND BY FOR QUESTION IJ 

o 

() 

o 



Even when the 4051 Graphic Systems are not 
physically incl uded in an exhi bit, chances are 
that one of the systems contributed in 
another way. For instance, Otano's staff is 

(
'" also automating the preparation of the basic 

exhibit script, the labels on the walls and 
,~_/ around the displays that add further infor

mation to the display. By using Optical 

c 

Character Recognition (OCR) type on the 
typewriters, each typewriter in the museum 
becomes a word processor, They need only 
type the desired script in the coded 
characters, then send it out to be auto
matically read and typeset; type size and style 
are the only manual inputs. They help 
eliminate trial and error in the final product 
by using the 4051 as a previewer. Here they 
use the graphics capabilities to size up text as 
an aid to the designer, to help determine in 
advance the best text arrangement for 
readability and impact. 

Merging Exhibits With Current 
Research 

Dr. Robert Wolfe is a geologist with the 
National Air and Space Museum's Center 
for Earth and Planetary Studies. As a 
research scientist in the planetary sciences, 
his primary interest is Mars. His duties as a 
curator go beyond research, however. 
Perhaps the most visible of these is creating 
exhibits for the museum. The intent is to 
merge his research into the exhibit, in a way 
that is both interesting and informative to 
the public visiting the museum. Sometimes 
the two merge in their 4051 systems. 

Six 4051 Graphic Systems are included in the 
exhibit gallery called "Exploring the 
Planets." The systems are programmed with 
a quiz about the display of the planets. The 
quiz is intended to be more than a fun test 
after the visit. In fact, it's a learning tool in 
itself, since the quiz responds to wrong 
answers with more thanjust the right answer. 
The correct answer is displayed, along with 
information about the incorrect answer, 
such as possible reasons why it was chosen. 
To provide this exhibit, Dr. Wolfe wrote a 
quiz which was then turned into a 4051 
BASIC program by museum staff members. 
But Dr. Wolfe uses the capabilities of the 
4051 system in his research, as well as in 
exhibits. 

Stand-Alone Research 

Dr. Wolfe started out as minerologist and 
crystallographer, areas where shape and 
pattern tell a lot. From that beginning, he has 
developed an interest in shapes and patterns 
that extends into space. The shapes of craters 
on planetary bodies are being examined, for 
instance, for what they can tell about the 

Dr. Robert Wolfe, geologist for the National Air and Space Museum's Center for Earth and Planetary 
Studies, employs the 4051 to analyze craters on Mars. 

In addition to his research Dr. Wolfe is responsible for the exhibit "Exploring the Planets." 

Captivating exhibits share Dr. Wolfe's research with Smithsonian visitors. 
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And at the end of the exhibit six 4051s encourage the visitor to denwnstrate what he has learned. 

WELCOME TO THE NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE "USEU" 

EXPLORING THE PLANETS 
QUIZ SELECTION 

A ••• SI"PLE FACTS 
B ••• SPACECRAFT FIRSTS 
C ••• THE RED PLANET 
D ••• THE THIRD PLANET 

E .. • GAS GIANTS 
SELECT ONE QUIZ BY PUSHING BUTTON A, B, C, D, OR E. 

1. WHAT PLANET IS THE "OST DISTANT FRO" THE SUN? 

A. JUPITER 
B. MRCURY 
C. UENUS 

D. PLUTO 
THE CORRECT ANSWER IS: PLUTO. 
FRM PLUTO, THE SUN WOULD APPEAR AS JUST A POINT OF LIGHT. 
LIGHT FRO" THE SUN TAKES S 1'2 HOURS TO REACH PLUTO, "ORE 
THAN 3.S BILLION "ILES AWAY. 

STAND-BY FOR NEXT QUESTION 

GAS GIANTS 

3. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING PLANETCS) DOES NOT HAUE RINGS? 
A. JUPITER 
B. SATURN 

C. URANUS 
D. NEPTUNE 

YOU SELECTED: JUPITER, WHICH IS INCORRECT 
A RIHIi WAS DISCOUERED AROUND JUPITER BY 

UOYAGER IN "ARCH 1979. 
STAND BY TO TRY QUESTION 13 AGAIN. 
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body that caused the crater, and about the 
surface that the crater occurs in. To analyze 
these craters, Dr. Wolfe uses his 4051 along 
with a graphic tablet to input digitized 
graphic data "from photos of planet surfaces. 0 
The crater shapes to be analyzed are caused 
by the impact of a meteorite on the moon, or 
Mars, or any planetary body. To giveanidea 
of scale, the craters we're talking about are 
caused by the hypervelocity impact of bodies 
that might weigh thousands of kilograms, 
slamming into Mars at a velocity of 20 
kilometers per second. The impact forces 
that caused the larger ones are calculated in 
megatons; meteorite sizes range from sub
microscopic to those that might be tens of 
kilometers across. 

To the untrained eye, there might seem to be 
little difference between one crater and 
another, except their relative sizes. The 
planimetric shape of most craters is circular, 
as they are generally seen. Oblong craters are 
caused by an oblique impact; these are rare 
because the meteorite would have to come in 
at angle less than 15 degrees to the planet 
surface. But there is a lot of information in 
those shapes and patterns; they have to be 
analyzed mathematically or statistically to 
see what the patterns really are. 

And there are a number of algorithms that 
say something about the circularity of a 0 
crater, or any shape that is basically circular. 
The technique that Dr. Wolfe uses is based 
upon some work that was done to 
characterize the shape of sand grains, using 
Fourier analysis I . That work found 
several parameters that describe the specific 
shape they looked at. From this, they were 
able to characterize the various source en
vironments of the sand grains, based on their 
specific shapes. Freshly eroded material, for 
instance, is sharper and more angular than 
sand that has been reworked by years of 
exposure. 

Photo obtained from NASA allows Dr. Wolfe to 
digitize and analyze craters on Mars. 

o 
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Dr. Wolfe acquires information for the 
system by digitizing photographs or photo 
mosaics from the 4956 Graphics Tablet onto 
the system tape. That data is then used by his 
4051 BASIC program to calculate the 
Fourier coefficients that will be used for 
Fourier analysis. (Another program uses 
some or all of the Fourier coefficients to 
redraw the shape, if desired.) In general, 
Fourier analysis recreates any waveform as a 
sum of several sine waves. In this case, the 
Fourier Series is not infinite in each direction 
(as is normally the case in Fourier analysis), 
but rather has ends that are connected. So 
this analysis uses polar coordinates, rather 
than cartesian coordinates. 

Since there would be nothing to see if all of 
the craters were perfectly circular, the 
analysis looks for aberrations from circulari
ty. There are various results from this 
analysis. For instance, the calculated 
parameters can be used as a basis for 
classifying the craters by type, or for com
paring type against size. Eventually, he 
hopes to expand the analysis to include the 
crater depth, to see what that will reveal 
about the geologic characteristics of the 
impact site. Dr. Wolfe has published several 
papers concerning craters as probes of a 
planet's subsurface using other techniques.2 

In some cases, the effect of the rocks on a 
crater's shape can be seen easily. For in
stance, one of the best known craters on 
Earth is the huge meteor crater in Arizona. 
Yet when you look at that crater, it seems 
nearly square. The reason for it's shape is the 
material in which the meteor impacted; it's 
rock that is highly jointed, containing lots of 
fractures and so forth, which have influenced 
the shape of the crater. Dr. Wolfe's research 
in this area is continuing; he expects to have a 
lot of work done, and a lot of information 
generated, by the end of the summer. 

The Museum staff finds a lot of uses for their 
4050 Series Graphic Computing Systems, 
from research to teaching, from discovery to 

I Ehrlich, Robert and Weinberg, Bernard, "An 
exact method for Characterization of Grain 
Shape." Journal of Sedimentary Petrology, Vol. 
40, No.1: 205-212, and Eppler, Duane T., 
Nummedal, Dag, and Ehrlich, Robert, Impact 
and Implosion Cratering (New York: Permagon 
Press, 1977). 

2 Wolfe, R. W., "Crater morphology and 
subsurface layering in Mare Crisium (abs.)", Conf. 
on Luna 24, The Lunar Science Institution, 
Houston, p.204-206. (1977); Andre, C.G., Wolfe, 
R.W., and Adler, I., "Evidence for a hig}}: 
magnesium subsurface basalt in Mare Crisium 
from orbital x-ray fluorescence data", Proc. Conf. 
Luna 24, pp 1-12 (1978). 

communication. Dr. Wolfe also uses his 4051 
as a terminal, using the Option I interface to 
talk to the museum's Honeywell 6000 series 
computer; he says he prefers it over the other 
choices available on the system. Further
more, he finds 4050 BASI C programming so 
easy to learn that graphic. tasks are easily 

accomplished using the 4051's own power. 
Dr. Wolfe says that new research assistants, 
even if they have little or no programming 
experience, can quickly program the 4051. 
He simply shows them how to Auto Load a 
tape, hands them the tutorial tape, and says 
"go." It's been very successful. .JiJD 

As the crater is digitized from the photo on the 4956 Tablet, its outline is traced on the 4051 graphic 
screen. Approximately 50 points are input. 

CENTER COORDINATES • 8.48 8.41 
AREA .. 8.83 

R8 II: 8.36 

H R(N) RNORI1 PHI 
---------------------------

1 8.88n 8.0214 201.346 
2 8.9620 9.1124 144.693 
3 9.0458 9.1252 114.533 
4 0.9828 9.8878 94.413 
5 8.8831 8.0184 229.946 
6 8.8816 8.8845 43.182 
1 8.8829 8.0880 322.913 
8 8.8816 8.8843 334.948 
9 8.8813 8.0836 22.843 

18 8.8812 8.8834 252.694 

Running a Fourier series computation for unequally spaced data for 10 harmonics on the digitized crater 
produced the center of gravity, average area and average radius of the crater in the plane of interest. 
The amplitude, amplitude normalized for an average radius R f} of one, and the phase for each harmonic 
was also computed. 

I ••••• 
e.821*COS( ITHETA-nU • 
a.172*COS( 2THETA-I4S) • 
a.12S*COS( 3THETA-I7S) • 
a.88S*COS( 4THETA- '4) • 
a. ale.cos( STHETA-23e) • 

A third program performs a Fourier plot. Here the radius has been normalized to 1, five harmonics 
chosen with an increment of2 degrees and the normalized amplitude and phase keyed infor each harmonic. 
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Interfacing Contest Entrants Contribute Unique and 
Ingenious Programs to 4050 Applications Library 
by Patricia Kelley 

TEKniques Staff 
Thirteen programs entered into the Inter
facing Contest sponsored by TEKniques 
show once again the wide variety of 
applications and ingenuity of 4050 Series 
users. 

First Placings 

Acquiring spectrophotometric data over the 
GPIB, automating FFT operations through 
the Option I Data Communications Inter
face, and sending digitized, scaled output 
over a specially built interface have earned 
users at the University ofTennessee, Virginia 
Polytechnic Institute and State University, 
and U. S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration first prizes in the contest. 

R.J. Peterson, D.L. Raschella, and J.R. 
Uchida developed the "On-Line Spectral 
Analysis" program in their work at Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory studying the 
basic properties of elements produced in 
nuclear reactors. An article detailing their 
application is included in this issue of 
TEKniques. 

L.D. Mitchell, John H. Herold, and 
Donatus C. Ohanehi use a 4051 and Zonic 
Technical Laboratories 5003 FFT processor 
at the Department of Mechanical Engineer
ing. Their program, "Controlling FFT 
Operations from Tape," speeds up their work 
remarkably. 

William M. Retallack and John H. Taylor 
designed the special "20 maCurrent Loop 
Interface" to send data to a Model 33 
Teletype to reduce hard copy costs. 

Second Placings 

D.L. Raschella, J.R. Uchida, and J.R. Peter
son also garnered second place in the GPIB 
category. Another segment of their work at 

Oak Ridge National Laboratories deter
mines the heat liberated from 
trans plutonium element samples when dis
solved in a liquid. From this they developed 
the "On-Line Calorimetry Data Acquisition 
and Analysis" program. 

Finding a method to track location 
graphically using a LORAN-C Receiver 
inspired Peter G. Mauro's "LORAN-C 
Receiver Interface to 4050." This application 
was detailed in TEKniques Vol. 3 No.7. 

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration also captured second place 
in the special interface category. Animating 
graphs to show motions of particle pop
ulations in the earth's magnetosphere as a 
function of time led to the "Camera Trigger
ing Circuit" interface sent in by William 
Retallack and Steven Fahnenstiel. 

Third Placings 

From Dr. John Rolfe at the National 
Research Council at Ottawa, Canada, comes 
a program to control a digital voltmeter, 
Hewlett-Packard Multiprogrammer and op
tical apparatus through the GPIB. 
"Measurement of Absorption Spectra" also 
plots the acquired data on the 4050 screen, 
records it on the 4907 disc and prints it in 
tabular form. 

Chuck Paulson who is in the Instrument 
Products, Biomedical Division, of E.I. Du
Pont Company has developed programs to 
drive an lEE-ARGUS Plasma Dot Matrix 
Display through the Option 1 Data Com
munications Interface. The "lEE-ARGUS 
Display Subsystem Interface" has proven to 
be a popular attention-getting application. 

At the University of Oregon, Barry T. Bates 
is engaged in the study of biomechanics. 
Some of his subjects are athletes, construc
tion workers and those injured on the job. 
Through his work he has evaluated running 
shoes, influenced new work habits and has 
developed legal evidence. He uses the" AI D 
Sampling and Modification" program to 
acquire data through a special ROM pack. 

IO 

Runners-Up 

GPIB 

Barry Bates also contributed "Digitize and 
Modify Data" which brings data in from a 
digitizer over the GPIB, another program 
used extensively in his biomechanical studies 
at the University of Oregon. 

An in-depth evaluation determining the 
capability of the Hewlett Packard 9835 and 
TEKTRONIX 4051 to communicate 
prompted the GPIB program sent in by 
Robert Cope of Atlantic Analysis Corpora
tion. 

Option 1 Data Communications Interrace 

Several programs allowing the 4050 to inter
face with an Amdahl 47Q YI6-II and a 
Hewlett-Packard 2810A programmable 
calculator were entered by Subarna B. 
Malakar at the State of F)orjda's DepaRt
ment of Natura) Resources" 

Special Interrace 

"Two Factor Repeated Measures and 
Independent ANOV A" analyzes two factor 
repeated measure designs using an auxiliary 
memory manager. This program also arises 
from the work being done by Barry Bates at 
the University of Oregon's Department of 
Physical Education. 

Detailed abstracts of all contest entries are 
included in the New Abstracts section of 
TEKniques. 

Support is Appreciated 

We regret that prizes could not be given to all 
who entered the contest. The applications 
were good and kept the judges busy making 
their placings. 4050 Series users will benefit 
immensely from these programs, and the 
time the entrants took out of their busy 
schedules to document and send in their 
programs is sincerely appreciated . .=iD 
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Transparency Kits A vailable for Presentation 

( '.-... Aids Slides ~ 
.. by Byron Fisher 

Tektronix, Inc. 
Those of you who are using 4662 Digital 
Plotters are already aware of the way they 
condense computer data into presentable 
graphic information quickly and 
economically ... directly onto paper. And 
many of you are using Slide maker II, Presen
tation Aids II, or other 4050 Series 
Applications Library software to make 
plots, or even overhead transparency slides. 
As an aid in such applications, the Tektronix 
Transparency Kit is now available. 

Designed for use with the 4662 Plotter, the 
kit allows you to produce colorful 
professional-looking overhead projection 
transparencies quickly and economically. 
Every plotter operation, from graphics to 
alphanumerics, can be imaged directly onto 
ready-to-project transparency film with the 
kit's contents. The resulting transparencies 
are stimulating, effective visuals that com
municate powerfully in meetings and presen
tations. 

The Transparency Kit contains all of the 
easy-to-use materials and how-to informa
tion that you'll need to add colorful impact 
to plotter-prepared overhead projection 
transparencies. Regardless of your subject 
area-technical, financial, educational
you'll add a brilliant new dimension to your 
total operation by professionalizing your 
presentati ons. 

The Transparency Kit (Tektronix Part No. 
020-0595-00) contains the following 
material: 

Pre-framed 
Plotter Film 200 sheets 
Plotter Pens 

black I pack (3 pens) 
red 1 pack (3 pens) 
green 1 pack (3 pens) 
blue 1 pack (3 pens) 

Solvent I bottle 
Colored Background 
Film 

yellow 25 sheets 
blue 25 sheets 

Bar Graph Adhesive 
Strips I pack (6 pads) 

Color Adhesive 
Film 

red 5 sheets 
green 5 sheets 

Transfer Symbols 
red I sheet 
black I sheet 

Pencil Knife I 
Visual Marking Pens 
(hand-held) I pkg (5 pens) 
"Adding Color 
Impact" (booklet) _ I 
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The pre-framed plotter film is 7 mils thick for 
easier use. The color background film adds 
solid colors for effect, while the bolder color 
adhesive film and bar graph adhesive strips 
add emphasis for brilliant visuals. Color 
mylar plotter pens are included, as well as 
hand-held marking pens to add emphasis to 
key points during or before a presentation. 

The Tektronix Color Transparency Kit has 
everything you need to prepare the quality 
presentation aid you've wanted. For the 
complete story, contact your local Tektronix 
representative. Or call our toll-free 
automatic answering service at 1-800-547-
1512. (Oregon residents call 644-9051 
collect.) J;j) 



by D.L. Raschella 
J.R. Uchida 
J .R. Peterson 
University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, Tenn. 

Background 

The University of Tennessee participates in 
an ongoing national program to study the 
basic properties of elements produced in 
nuclear reactors. Dr. Peterson's group 
concentrates on the determination, inter
pretation, and correlation of the fundamen
tal chemical .and physical properties of the 
trans plutonium elements. The elements in
clude americium, curium, berkelium, califor
ni um, and einsteinium. Due to the availabili
ty of these elements at the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL) and the 
special facilities required to handle radioac
tive materials, our research is performed in 
the Transuranium Research Laboratory at 
ORNL. We'll report two of our investigative 
techniques that make significant use of a 
Tektronix 4051 Graphic System. This article 
describes the absorption spectroscopy 
program, while another details the 4051's 
role in our solution microcalorimetry 
research (to be published in the next issue of 
TEKniques). 

Absorption . spectroscopy is a widely 
employed analytical technique to 
characterize and to identify chemical com
pounds. Chemical species absorb light radia
tion in characteristic ways as a function of 
the wavelength of the light. Measurement of 
this characteristic absorption produces an 
absorption spectrum which serves as a 
"fingerprint" of that particular chemical 
species. 

We use a unique application of absorption 
spectroscopy in the study of trans plutonium 
element compounds, to follow their radioac
tive decay. Since radioactive decay can 
change one element into another, we can 
monitor with time the disappearance of the 
unique spectrum of the "parent" species and 
the ingrowth of the spectrum of the 
"daughter" species. 

A spectrophotometer capable of focusing 
light onto an extremely small area has been 

(f) 
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scope spectrophotometer since it employs 
microscopes both to focus the light striking 
our (typically) microgram-sized samples and 
to gather the light passing through the 
samples. A schematic diagram of the 
microscope spectrophotometer is given in 
Fig. I. 

PI WIRE 
HEATING COIL 

ORNL-OWG 7:1-9397A 

MONOCHROMATOR 
[

REF'LECTING MICROSCOPE 
OBJECTIVE LENSES 

MASK MASK AND I QUARTZ DETECTOR 

~~+",c:~ '~:~:::r~==::C~~:==~=-c=J 
LIGHT 

SOURCE \--18 cm---L..- 18 em -l--te~m--+---le cm--l 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of microscope 
spectrophotometer. 

The 4051 gave a tremendous boost to the 
spectroscopy program. It provides for a 
more-thorough analysis of the data, and 
greatly increases our productivity. Whereas 
before it took at least one day to collect the 
spectral data and to obtain a high-quality 
plot of the absorption spectrum, now with 
the 4051 the time is reduced to less than an 
hour! With the acquisition of a 4631 Hard 
Copy Unit to provide intermediate results, 
and a 4662 Interactive Digital Plotter for 
final plotting of the spectrum, our in-house 
graphics capability and flexibility greatly 
increased. The 4051 system is now indispen
sible in this program. Figure 2 shows Dr. 
Raschella with the microscope spec
trophotometer and 4051 system. 

of 

System Hardware and 
Configuration. 

Spectral information is obtained by digitiz
ing the output of the photo-multiplier tube 
(detector) with a Dana Model 5000 digital 
voltmeter (DVM). The DVM is interfaced 
indirectly to the 4051 through a Dana Model 
55 microprocessor, which converts the 
voltmeter's BCD output to the IEEE-488 
standard; all interfacing is achieved through 
the GPIB. Data are collected on a real-time 
basis through the use 'of a TransEra Model 
641 real-time clock, which is connected to the 
4051 through a ROM port. 

Data acquisition is under program control, 
with a wide range of available scanning rates. 
The configuration of the system hardware is 
shown in the block diagram in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Block diagram of system hardware 
configuration. 

constructed at ORNL. It's called a micro- Fig. 2. Microscope spectrophotometer and Tektronix 4051 system. 
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On-Line Spectral Analysis 
Software. 

The spectroscopy program is divided into 
four segments, each performing a specific 
function. These segments consist of the 
input, baseline fit, plotting, and display/edit 
routines. At the end of each segment the 
operator can initiate the overlaying of the 
next segment or branch to any other seg
ment, simply by depressing the appropriate 
User-Definable Keys. An example of the 
acquisition and plotting of an absorption 
spectrum and a brief description of each 
program segment follow. 

Loading the resident program initializes 
variables and appends the input (acquisition) 
routine. Prompts generated by the 4051 
program are preceded by an asterisk and 
appear on the right side of the 4051's CRT; 
program status and general information 
appear on the left side of the screen. Figures 4 
and 5 are examples of the CRT display when 
a sample spectrum is obtained. Scale changes 
are effected in the photomultiplier tube 
output amplification by turning a knob on 
the power supply/amplifier of the photo
multiplier tube. These scale changes are 
marked in the digital data by depressing 
User-Definable Key 6 simultaneously with 
the manual adjustment of the knob on the 
power supply/amplifier. 

••• f)£LAY: 42 
••• Rudy 

••• Scale Chcallgcs: a 1 :2 

••• EItd Of Sel.1I 

"""BEl OF DATA POINTS: 1'!i7' 

• Enter 0 (to eXG"iII .. old ftlc) 
01" '" (to crecat. 11 n_ filII!) N 

.. Insert Dollta TaDe 
;f. Enter Fi I. NUl'lber 

to Store Raw d4hl: I 

.. Enter Spectrul'l Sdl'lPle JD HilMer 
3983818888 

.. E'llter InittGl Na .... len.th 
(in A"ngstroPls): ual • 

Fig. 4. User-definable keys' overlay card for 
spectrophotometer program. 

Fig. 5. Spectral data summary and transfer of 
data to magnetic tape. 

The end of the spectral scan is signaled to the 
4051 by applying a larger-than-normal 
voltage across the voltmeter terminals. This 
is done by depressing a button on the 
photomultiplier tube power sup
ply/amplifier and noting the wavelength of 
the monochromator at that moment. The 
voltage-time data are stored in memory until 
the spectral scan is completed and are then 
transferred to magnetic tape. A spectrum 
identification number, initial and final 

wavelengths, and tape file number are 
entered by the operator. Since the mono
chromator scans the range of wavelengths at 
a constant rate, a simple program calculation 
converts the voltage-time output to voltage
wavelength data. Position and direction of 
scale changes are then displayed (Fig. 6). The 

DISPOUTION: "("ore) L< 1.1:1') DedeT.hi:) ,..t(ok) 

sc PT. UALUE WL~A) SENS DISP 

1 1382 e.elleea 4392 "ORE I: 
:2 1584 8. 8aU"~e 33'" "ORE 2: 
3' IS75 9.81'7232 388S LESS J: 

LlSt,Continuc,or 54 .... '? C 

SCALE CHAHGES 

* Enter HuNber of Po hits to 
Inter-poleat!!! elt Sc"l. ChQ.ft,e: 5 

to "ORE sellsihy. scale: 4391 A o.t:1J82 
to PIORE Jiellsith. sco.liI!: J365 A o.t:1584 

••• Apoend Buel hili! Fit 

* Push Returl) for 80.seline Fit 
01" us. U •• r O.f Ke~s 

Fig. 6. Summary of scale changes. 

operator has the opportunity to alter or 
delete a scale change, in case an error was 
made during the data collection. Points 
around scale changes can be smoothed by 
interpolation of data points further away 
from the scale change. 

Since our microscope spectrophotometer is a 
single-beam instrument, the observed sam
ple spectrum must be corrected for con
tributions of the background. A baseline 
spectrum is obtained by running the spec
trophotometer with an empty sample con
tainer. Several "standard" baseline spectra 
have been generated and are stored on tape, 
so the operator selects the most represen
tative of these to serve for background 
removal, as shown in Fig. 7. The absorbance 

JD NUMBER 

I BASELINE 4782818888 

I SA"PLE J9'OJ810eeO 

... Be,in Fit: 

••• 9cl.ck,rou.ftd Re,.cvt!G 

BASELINE FITTING 

'* I nser t Base J lJ~e Tape * Enter Baseline File: 8 

OATA RANGE (A~ HO. PTS. 

11988 - 2988 1'18 

11088 - 3888 1576 

.. Ift.crt Pro.rCl" TIL"e 

.. Press Return to DisplClW 
ar us. User Oei Keys 

Fig. 7. Example of baseline fitting routine. 

(abs) of the sample as a function of 
wavelength ( A ) is then calculated by means 
of the relation. 

Abs ( A) 10 {BaCkground voltage at A} 
g Sample voltage at A 

The next section of the program, the dis
play / edit routine, displays the absorption 
spectrum (absorbance vs wavelength in A) 
on the 4051's CRT. Fast plot (Option 9 of the 
program) permits a quick review of the 
spectrum by plotting only every tenth point, 
as illustrated in Fig. 8. Higher resolution is 
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achieved by requesting option 2, which 
displays all data points (Fig. 9). Additional
ly, selected areas of the spectrum may be 
viewed separately, as shown in Fig. 10. 

3H3.1 .... 

Fig. 8. Fast plot of sample spectrum 3903010000. 

IM3.1 .... 

Fig. 9. Full resolution plot of sample spectrum 
3903010000. 

',.lBl .... 

Fig. 10. Fast plot of expanded wavelength section 

of sample spectrum 3903010000. 

Superior graphics, suitable for publication, 
are possible with the digital plotter. Option 7 
appends the plotter routine. This routine is 
equipped with sufficient parameters to dis
play the spectrum in a variety of styles. In 
addition to plotting the complete spectrum, 
sectional plots may be produced. 

Expansion is possible in either the x or y 
direction. Absorbance and wavelength limits 
and absorbance step size (tic marks) can be 
operator specified or set automatically by the 
program. Up to four spectra, complete with 
titles, can be plotted on the same graph. The 



plot shown in Fig. 11 is the absorption 
spectrum of einsteinium trifluoride (EsF 3 ). 

For a more aesthetic presentation the spec
trum can be flattened further. The line 
segments to which the spectrum will be 
flattened are selected either from the CRT 
with user-definable keys 1-5, or from the 
plotter by employing the GIN command. 
Upon flattening the EsF3 spectrumshownin 
Fig. 11, the spectrum reproduced in Fig. 12 
was obtained. In addition, spectra can be 
normalized to any specified absorbance 
value, an option of particular use in our 
studies to follow the radioactive decay of 
transplutonium element samples . ./liD 

WAVELENGTH Cnm) 
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Fig. 11. Absorption spectrum of EsF 3 
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Fig. 12. Absorption spectrum (flattened) of EsF 3 • 
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System Makes Signs for Rose Show 
by Terry Davis 

TEKniques staff 

Most times, we find very serious uses for our 
4050 Series Graphic Computing Systems, in 
research, in education, or in industry. But 
sometimes applications arise that are not in 
the mainstream, yet are important and bring 
enjoyment as well. Such is the case in a local 
application that recently came to our atten
tion. The application is at the Portland Rose 
Society, for use in their Portland Rose Show. 
The show takes place in conjunction with the 
Portland Rose Festival. 

The Portland Rose Festival has been a part 
of each June's festivities since 1907; the 
Portland Rose Society, which sponsors the 
Rose Show, predates the Rose Festival by 19 
years. Most of the entrants in the Rose show 
are amateur gardeners from the local area, 
although entrants come from as far away as 
Montana and British Columbia. 

Fig. 1. The Portland Rose Society employs a 
4051 to plot the roses for its Portland Rose 
Show exhibit tags. 

SAPPORO TROPHY COMPETITION 

Fig. 2. Incorporating the plotting program with a sign-making program results in a low-cost, 
unique label. 

Last year the society again went to look for 
some signs that eQuId be printed at a 
reasonable price; signs to be used to identify 
the roses and the growers in the many 
exhibits. When the lowest price seemed more 
than the society wanted to pay, an alternative 
was hit upon. Al Schamel, a Tektronix 
employee and present Rose Society presi-
dent, suggested using a 4051 with a 4662 
plotter. With that system they would be able 
to generate their own signs. 

George Reis, also of Tektronix, generated a 
program to digitize a picture in two parts, so 
that it could be plotted out in two parts (and 
two colors). Al used the program to digitize a 
rose picture, and the resulting plot (Fig. 1) 
was used along with a sign-making program 
to create exhibit tags like the one shown in 
Fig. 2. The stems, of course, are plotted in 
green, while the rose color can change with 
the color theme of the Rose Show itself. And 
the appealing signs, with a little volunteer 
effort, were generated at less cost than the 
estimates for printed signs. 

Last year's exhibit tags featured red roses, 
and were a big success. So much so that the 
program was called back this year for a 
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second appearance, plotting this year's 
yellow roses. This just goes to show that 
anywhere graphics are needed, the 4050 
system can fill the bill. J:lJ 



Editor's 
Note 

Our Smithsonian Features 

This issue features two articles about the 
Applications for 4050 Series Graphic Com
puting Systems at the Smithsonian Institu
tion. Our interest was aroused when Dave 
Barnard, from the Tektronix Wilsonville 
offices, visited the National Air and Space 
Museum and submitted the first article on 
their applications. Pat Kelley, TEKniques 
Managing Editor, followed up with a trip to 
the Washington, D.C. area to look at the 
Smithsonian applications, and others, in 
more detail. We hope you enjoy these 
articles; perhaps you'll want to see these 
systems for yourselves. 

We'd like to thank Steve Swindell of the 
Tektronix office in Rockville, MD, for his 
assistance in making arrangements for the 
visit. In addition, we'd like to thank Hernan 
Otano, John Hartman, Dr. Richard Benson, 
and Dr. Robert Wolfe, for giving their 
valuable time during the visits, and for their 
assistance in preparing our articles. 

Contest Winners Too 

In this issue you'll also find the winning 
entries in the Interfacing Contest, in the New 
Abstracts section. In addition, there are brief 
biographical sketches of the winning en
trants. We had a lot of very good entries in 
the contest, adding several excellent 
programs to the library. In fact, there were so 
many from the contest that we were unable 
to find spacefor all ofthe other new program 
abstracts in this issue. Those, however, are 
documented in the new Applications Library 
Catalog. 

Programming Tip 
Handbook is Coming 
We're in the process of preparing a hand
book of Programming Tips from the first 
three volumes of TEKniqiJes. Our question-

naires, and other comments from library 
members, show that the Programming Tips 
are very popular, widely read, and often 
referred to. So we're collecting the tips from 
1977-1979, to be published as a volume. 
Corrections from subsequent issues are be
ing incorporated in the reprinted tips. 

We expect the Programming Tip Handbook 
to be very popular; you may want to reserve 
your copy in advance. To get your name on 
the .advance list, write to the address of the 
Applications Library serving you. The 
Programming Tip Handbook will be includ
ed in the Applications Library as reference 
material. Refer to number 51/00-7004/0 in 
your correspondence; the U.S. domestic 
price is $10. 

Plot 50 Users? 

Are you using TEKTRONIX 4050 
Series/ Plot 50 Software? If you are, we'd like 
to hear about your application as a potential 
feature article for TEKniques. 4050 
Series/ Plot 50 Software is designed to be 
flexible enough to fit lots of requirements; 
we'd like to print an article (or more) that 
shows: what the software is capable of doing, 
by showing what you're doing with it. 

If you would like to contribute information 
about your application, for an article in 
TEKniques, drop us a line at the TEKniques 
United States office, to the attention of the 
editor. We'll help you write the article, to 
whatever level you need. And we'll be very 
grateful for the assistance. 

Wanted: More Programs 

The Applications Library staff is always 
looking for more programs to add to the 
4050 Series Applications Library. By keep
ing the library growing in this way, we are 
able to aid more users by providing a bigger 
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base of information for all to share. And, of 
course, the source of more programs is you, 
the users who write them. 

If you'd like to contribute your program to 
the library, refer to the information at the 
beginning of the Abstract section for instruc
tions. And remember, you get three 
programs for each one accepted by the 
library, so you can't lose. 

Programming Tips 

We'd also like to remind you that we're 
looking for your Programming Tips and 
BASIC Bits as well. You'll receive anyone of 
12 programs from the library in exchange for 
each of your Tips/ Bits. Details are listed at 
the end of the BASIC Bits column in each 
issue. 

Your New Catalog 

Your new 4050 Series Applications Library 
Catalog arrived accompanying this issue of 
TEKniques. It contains 66 new program 
abstracts, bringing the total number of 
library programs to 192. 

We've also updated most of the previous 
abstracts. We went through the abstracts and 
compared them with the programs to find 
additional information that needed to be 
documented. Hopefully, we have pointed 
out the programs' features and limitati ons in 
the new edition. But since we can't be experts 
in all fields, your comments on individual 
abstracts (something missing when you 
received the program, etc.) would be helpful 
for others. Let us know about any such 
problems and we'll update the abstract 
accordingly. 

In addition, if you should find a bug or a 
wrong formula in any program please let us 
know. We'll refer it to the author for 
necessary corrections . ./jj/) 
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Nicholas Gessler, Paleosystems, Queen 
Charlotte City B.C., Canada, sent in his 
question about memory. Dan Taylor, 
Design Engineer at Tektronix and TEKni
ques' Technical Editor, explains. 

I have had some problems when ap
proaching a full memory on a TEKTRONIX 
4051. The problem is infrequent, but 
nevertheless disconcerting. 

While editing a large program the 
MEMORY FULL error message appeared. 
The use of edit keys and RUBOUT, the 
DELETE (line number), and (line number) 
RETURN procedures all failed to delete 
memory space with the MEMORY FULL 
message appearing after each attempt. LIST 
would give the same message as did all the 
other commands which I tried including 
immediate mode commands such as 2 plus 2 
RETURN. The AUTO NUMBER key was 
the only way to read the program. 

The problem worsened as I typed random 
three letter commands to the 4051: The first 
brought a SYNTAX ERROR. I cleared and 
typed in FON expecting another SYNTAX 
ERROR. At this point the cursor dis
appeared and the keyboard would not res
pond. The BREAK key caused the BREAK 
light to go on but the keyboard would still 
not respond. 

Finally, after trying other keys, each even
tually resulted in a BELL tone indicating, I 
assume, that the keyboard buffer was full. 
All keys produced this tone except MAKE 
COPY. 

I eventually gave up, powering down, and 
losing all memory. Is there any way to 
recover from a memory so full that it 
apparently won't even delete. 

In program mode, when the 4051 sees that it 
is running out of memory, it will print the 

memory full message on the screen. 
However, there should still be enough bytes 
left for you to take steps to save your 
program. These steps were outlined in 
TEKniques Vol. 2 No.5. A step not men
tioned is to key in INIT which would delete 
your variables (arrays and strings) and 
recover memory. 

However, if the 4051 runs out of memory 
outside of program mode, there may not be 
enough bytes left to salvage anything. For 
example, if you have a large program in 
memory and are editing it-changing or 
inserting code-you could fill memory to the 
brim. The 4051 looks at the statement you 
are inputting. If it will overflow memory, you 
will receive the memory full message, but 
there will still be enough bytes to recover. 
However, if a statement doesn't exceed 
memory, it will be accepted, but there may 
not be enough bytes left to do any more 
editing. 

Also, if you have a program in your 4050 
system which is using almost all of memory 
and you key in strings or variables in 
immediate mode (without statement line 
numbers), you could also fill memory. 

Other than breaking a program into smaller 
modules, the way to avoid overflowing 
memory when keying in a program or 
editing, is to use the MEMORY function 
once in a while to check to see how close you 
are to filling memory. Other safeguards are 
to periodically save your program (this will 
also save you in case of power failure). Use 
two different files to save it. If you only had 
one file and power failed while you were 
saving it, everything would be gone. And, 
when you save your program, check 
MEMORY at the same time. 

James Okvist of Raytheon Company in 
Bedford, MA, is the new owner of a 4054 
Graphics System. His questions relate to 
using the 4054 with existing programs run-
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ning on a large CYBER host. His program~ 
currently use a TEKTRONIX 4014 terminal 
with tablet as the graphics hardware. They 
use TCS software for graphics output. 
Howard Sanders, Technical Support 
Specialist at Tektronix, Wilsonville, 
responds. 

How do you record 4014 compatible 
graphics (received over the Option I RS-232 
Interface) on the internal tape drive of the 
4054 and redisplay the graphics under con
trol? 

The graphics (data) received on the screen of 
the 4054 from the host can be diverted to the 
internal tape drive. However, first the three 
environmental parameters in the routine 
CALL "RSTRIN" must be set up. These 
parameters define the character strings 
which will be sent from the host to tell the 
4050 System: 

1) prepare to receive and store a record on 
tape. 

2) end of logical record 
3) end of transmission 

You can set the first two parameters to no 
characters, but the last parameter must be 
known and specified. For example, CALL 
"RESTRIN",'''','''',''****'' would allow the 
4050 System to accept any data coming from 
the host in one long string (no delimiters 
between records) and when it received the 
four asterisks prompt, stop receiving data. 

If the host's prompt is unknown, have the 
host send the data to the screen after pressing 
UDK #IV Look for the last character 
printed after the file is transferred, e.g., a 
, ****, # or some such. 

Now, once you've set up your normal 
parameters and CALL "RSTRIN" then type 
in CALL "TERMIN". Press UDK #13, enter 

I Pressing UD K #11 before receiving data from the 
host allows the control characters to be printed on 
the screen, except carriage returns. 



the file number in which to save the data and 
press RETURN. Enter the command to the 
host to send the data file and immediately 
press UDK#3 (don't press RETURN) .. The 
host will send the file directly to the 4054 
tape. (Be sure your file is MARKed long 
enought to hold the data. 

There are two methods to display the 
graphics under local control. The first uses 
the self-test adapter which .accompanies 
every Option 1 backpack. Plug in this 
adapter as described under CALL 
"CMTEST" in the option 1 Manual. Type in 
CALL "TERMIN". Press UDK #16 to set 
ECHO OFF and press UDK #1 to execute 
control characters received. Press UDK #13, 
enter the file number in which your data is 
stored, and press RETURN. Now press 
UD K #4 and the graphics will be sent to the 
4050 Screen. Rather than pressing the User
Definable Keys, these steps could be ac
complished by a small program running in 
your 4050 System. 

188 IHIT 
118 CALL -RATE-,121Itlt2 
121 CALL -"ARGIH-,8,w,w 
138 CALL -RCRLF-,l,2,1 
148 FIHO 1 
lSI CALL -OTSEHO-

The graphics may be displayed at the highest 
baud rate. 

The second method is quite a bit slower but 
doesn't require the Option 1 backpack and 
self-test adapter. It uses software to interpret 
the data into graphics. A program is in the 
4050 Series Application Library, 51/00-
9542/0, "4010 Style Graphic Character Data 
to GDU Conversion Routine" which ac
complishes this. 

Can you accept TCS output data over thr 
Option 1 RS-232 Interface and divert the 
alpha portion to the Option 10 Interface 
while displaying the graphics portion on the 
4054 display? This capability would allow a 
program to display the user dialogue on a 
printer while keeping his screen clear for 
graphics. Are there problems if the program 
communicates with the display at a higher 
baud rate than the Option 10 Interface can 
handle? 

This is possible although it will require a 
modification to your host program. The 
4050 Series has the unique ability to return to 
a resident BASI C operating program after 
entering terminal mode ifit receives from the 

host two consecutive "ESC" characters. Us
ing this ability and a small program in your 
4050 System, you can divert the alpha 
characters to the Option 10. 

The following routine suggests a method to 
accomplish this. Statement 130 transfers 
control to the host. In your host program 
send two "ESC" characters to the 4054 prior 
to sending the alpha characters. This will 
return control to the 4054 at Statement 140. 
It will transmit the incoming data over the 
Option 10 (address 41 or 51) until it receives a 
terminating character, e.g., DONE in this 
case. This will prompt the 4054 to return 
control to the host. 

lee HIlT 
110 PRINT @40,30: 
120 CALL "RATE",2400,0,2 
130 CALL "TERM IN" 
140 INPUT @40:A$ 
150 IF A$="DONE" THEN 130 
160 PRINT @51:A$ 
179 GO TO 140 

This could be elaborated upon but these few 
lines give you the essentials from which to 
work. 

The Option 10 can-eommunicate at the same 
baud rate as the Option 1. However, the 
printer may be too slow to keep up with the 
host if it's transmitting at a high rate, 
resulting in data loss. Note: The 4050 Series 
tries to prevent data loss by providing a 
buffer area (up to full memory) which should 
accommodate most applications. 

Can the host computer initiate a BASIC 
program on the 4054? We would like to 
emulate the tablet handling of a 4014 with a 
4054 display and tablet on the GPIB inter
face. To allow for minimal user re-education, 
we prefer to control the display and tablet 
from the host rather than locally. 

The BASI C program could be initiated with 
the same technique mentioned above. And 
while the 4054 program is running, it could 
also monitor the host for further instruc
tions. Simply have the program in the 4054 
routinely do an INPUT @40,0:A. This will 
return the number of CR's in the RS-232's 
input buffer. If that number is above 0 then 
the host is asking for a response. An INPUT 
@40:A$ could then be done for instructions 
and the correct subroutine branched to in the 
4054 program. 

The tablet handling can be done in much the 
same way. It would require prompts in your 
host program in the appropriate locations 
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and a program similar to the one described 
above. With this type of programming the 
user would hardly notice a difference. 

Editor's Note: Forrelative information refer to the 
programmingtipin TEKniques Vol. 4No.l, p.ll, 
"Buffering Data Received Over the RS-232." 

What is available for paper tape punch 
hardware and software to be driven on the 
GPIB bus? 

TEKniques Vol. 1 No. 7 described the 
FACIT Paper Tape Punch and Reader and 
where to get more information. Software 
examples were included. J:/lJ 

o 

o 



PLOT 50 Easy Graphing: 
Command Files 

by Patricia Kelley 
TEKniques Staff 

with Howard Mozeico 
Tektronix, Inc. 
Wilsonville, OR 

Easy Graphing is the new and versatile 
PLOT 50 graphing package. TEKniques 
Vol. 4 No. 2 carried an overview of its 
capabilities. Vol. 4 No.3 took an in-depth 
look at its commands. This article will 
discuss one of its most powerful features: 
Command Files. I And in conjunction with 
Command Files, we'll also use a couple of the 
UTILITIES routines. 2 

As you become familiar with Easy 
Graphing's capabilities and commands, you 
may extend your productivity through Com
mand Files. Command Files allow you to 

0\ specify a graph's format and then turn it over 
I to others for periodic graphing with revised 
data. Your Command File(s) automatically 
handles the details according to your 
specifications but the task of keying in data 
may be handed to someone else. 

As an introduction to what a Command file 
(or RUN file) is, let's look at one created 
automatically by Easy Graphing. When you 
SAVE a graph, Easy Graphing figures out 
what commands are required to re-display 
that graph and stores those commands along 
with your data and graph parameters. When 
you retrieve that graph (by typing RUN 
username), Easy Graphing locates the file on 
the disc, opens it and begins executing the 
commands. 

For e.xample, in the last Easy Graphing 
article the following commands created a 
graph and saved it as PERSINCOME. 

IBecause Command Files are executed by the Easy C-· , Graphing command RUN, they are also known as 
j RUN files. 

lEasy Graphing has eight UTILITIES routines 
which allow you to manipulate files. 

EHTER "AIN 2419,424',6838,7193 
ENTER HESR 2889, 36S7, 5882, 6728 
EHTER JDHO 1812,3243.'179,S9118 
EHTER YEAR U6e, 1978. 197', 19n' 
GRAPH YEAR "AIN HEBR IDHO 

Isa8,7see 
19" 1988n<Ttt 19" , 
1 -.,LlNE 2 USVI1BOL 2 5 

llBRR WIDTH 1 
1 "Ma inc" I LEGEND 2 "Hebrlllska.· 
3 "Idaho· 
2S,90 

"PERSONAL IHCO"E PER CAPITA" 
DATE "Datel for Yeo,... 19S8, 1978. 197'. 1977" 
XTITLE "Frol'l STATISTICAL ABSTRACT OF THE UNITED STATES· 
YTITLE "Dol Jar,· 
EHTER YR2 1968 1978 1975 1976 1571 
EHTER WASH 268a 4317 6~518 6772 7828 
GRAPHil 
ADD YR2 WASHILINE 4 taS't"BDL 4 31LEGEHD 4 ·Wuhinlton· 

SAIJE PERS rHCD"E 

Fig. J. The Easy Graphing commands above 
were keyed in for a custom-designed graph 
titled "PERSINCOME." 

Using the Easy Graphing UTILITIES 
LISTING routine (not the Easy Graphing 
command LIST), we can look at PERSIN
COME (or any file on the disc saved by Easy 
Graphing). To invoke this routine, type. 

UTILITIES LISTING 

Easy Graphing prompts for the name of the 
Command (RUN) File. 

EASVGRAPHING'LISTING'UTILITY 

Do 101011 wl1nt to list 1111 RUH hlo11. (Ye., NO or- Exltl d.hlllt NO): NO 

DOYOllwI1nt to'lII.elfy thl! 411I!ftI1l'1011s(YI!S, Noor"ExltJ 
dehlllt Ho): YES 

Ent.r the nar.1r of ttllr RUH hll! ttlillt loIOU wi,h to lISt (RETURH If 
donl!): PERSIHCOl1E 

then lists the contents of the file. The listing 
of PERSINCOME shows the series of com
mands Easy Graphing stored to reconstruct 
the graph. Compare the order of commands 
with how they were entered above; Easy 
Graphing optimized the command order 
when it SAVEd the graph. Note that com
mands may be abbreviated, e.g., TITLE to 
TI, and so on. 

PI1!!1r 1 of PERSIHCOl1E 

<42<4'6838 71831l 
36157'8826728,8. 
324315179'9S8,8. 
1978 ISl7' 1977,8. 

1978 19715 1976 1977,8. 
4317 6518 6772 7828'8. 
NEBR 10HO" 

;?8-t1AY-88 11':17:88 Art 

2"SYI'IBOL43110 

" u',LEGEND 2 'Hl!l!:Ira.,ka.',LEGEHD 3 'Idaho',LEGEHD 4 , . • I~~D~El~~='C~~n~,:ln5, 1977'" 
ATISTlCAl ABSTRACT OF THE UHJTED STATES'" 

YTn I) lara'i' 
XTiC 19555110 
XR 19155 J'Se" 
VR 15887588i' 

Toteli of 22 lines in RUH HI. ·PERSJHCOl'tE", 

Youl'Il1!1"olllr"teronwEa'IICrcIiOhingcoJIIJIIl1nd, or,:.rollssl1nwUslIIrl(oIIloI. 

Fig. 2. A listing of the Easy Graphing Com
mand File "PERSINCOME." Compare the 
comrrumd order to that in Fig. 1. 
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How to Use Command Files 

Now, let's turn our attention to a Command 
File created specifically to update the data 
for a weekly graph, display the past data as 
well as the new data, and save the updated 
data so the process may be repeated the 
following week. 

First, let's assume we are the operator, the 
one who is updating the graph, and we don't 
know (or care) how it was created or even 
how the 4050 System works. We'll simply 
turn on the equipment, insert the Easy 
Graphing disc and tape, and press AUTO 
LOAD. Once Easy Graphing is loaded we 
know we are to type in RUN WEEKLY, then 
just answer the questions-four in this case. 

Ol)erator types In: RUN WEEKLY 
4050promptli: Entel" this w.ek 1'111."".1" <1-52>, 

then pre.. RETURN 
Oplll'atorruponds: 12 

&.c:ondprompt: Ent.r Ill'lou.nt of til'le spent on NSF proJects, 
then pr ... RETURN. 

Rasponea 12 
T!H.dprompt: Enter Ql'lou.nt of H"e spent on NASA Pl"oJ.ct., 

then pr.,. RETURN. 
Response: 25 

Fourthprtlmpt: Enter ClftOu.1'It of UM s!Dent On pl"'oj.ct control, 
then pr ... RETURH 

R8SPOnl8: 3 

The graph is updated and immediately dis
played on the screen. 

" 

WEEI<'I.'I'TIMELOG 

--ProjectControl 
••••••••• NSF Res.Grch 
..... _.-. NASA Re.5el1r'ch 

WEEI( 
'8 

Fig. 3. Command Files allow you to design a 
graph but turn it over to others for uptUiting. An 
operator had to respond to only four prompts to 
produce this updated graph. 

As the operator, we had to know only a few 
steps: how to turn on the 4050 system and its 
peripherals, how to insert the disc and tape, 
and how to use the 4050 keyboard; all very 
simple. 

How a Command File Works 

Now, using the UTILITIES LISTING 
routine, we'll take a look into the Command 



File that accomplished this update-actually 
two Command Files are involved. The Com
mand File WEEKLY contains the com
mands that drive the data update and display 
the graph. It calls another Command File, 
WEEKL YDAT A, which handles the 
historical data input. 

PQIIIII!1 ofWEEICLY 

nu",b.,... (I-52>, thin prlSS RETURN" 
o 

til'l. "pint on NSF proJects, then »1"1.:1 RETURN." 

" til'l' SIO.flt on NASA proJ_ct., theft "roe!!'!11 RETURN." . ., 
,,!OInt on IIl"oJI!c:t control, thIn jII,.CS. RETURN" 

Total of 14 lin •• in RUN HI. ·WEEKLY", 

Listing COl'lplct. 

Vou !'lOY now ."t.,. ''''IW Ea.'1iI lirlllllhin. CO""Clnd, 01" pre •• Clny Us.,. Klty. 

Fig. 4. The first of two Command Files used to 
produce the graph in Fig. 3. 

Po •• I (If WEEICLYDATI\ 

EHTER WEEK 1 ;2 3 .. S , 7 8 9 18 11 
ENTER NSF 12 14 IS 11 IS go 188' 9 14 
EHTER MASA 23 19 16 2S 24 25 28 2' 32 26 21 
EHTER CNTL S 7 , .. 1 6 ;2 :3 ;2 tI 5 

Total of .. 11" .. In RUN HI. ·WEEICLYDATA", 

Pr ••• RETURN to contlnu •••• 

II-AUG-81i1 18:11::59 AI'! 

Fig. 5. The second Command File above is 
called by first, i.e., 'RUN WEEKLYDATA' in 
Fig. 4. 

Ids follow the execution of these Com
mand Files. When the operator types in 
RUN WEEKLY, Easy vraphing locates the 
Command File WEEKLY on the disc, opens 
it and executes the first command which is . 
RUN WEEKLYDATA. 

Easy Graphing locates WEEKLYDATA on 
the disc, opens it3 and executes the com
mands. These commands ENTER the stored 
variables and data into Easy Graphing's 
memory. 

Once these ENTER commands are executed, 
Easy Graphing closes the WEEKLYDAT A 
file and returns to the next command within 
the still-open WEEKLY file-a PRINT 
statement. 

Easy Graphing PRINTS the message on the 
screen and continues to the third command: 
CHANGE. When it sees CHANGE, it looks 
for the variable to change (WEEK), the 
location of the change4, and the data. When 
it sees KEYBOARD in the data position, it 
stops and waits for input from the keyboard. 
When it receives the input it's expecting (a 
CHANGE command requires numeric data 
as a parameter), it executes the CHANGE 

3Up to 7 files may be open at one time. 

4Tbe arbitrary number of 999.5 ensures (in this 
case) tbat tbe data will be added after tbe last data 
position. 

command (here by inserting the new data at 
the end of the data list for WEEK). 

Mter all four variables have been updated 
(CHANGED), the command SAVE 
WEEKLYDAT A is issued. When Easy 
Graphing executes a SA VE command, it 
saves all graphing parameters in its memory. 
The items in its memory at this point are the 
variables and the original data resulting from 
the ENTER commands, and the data added 
by the CHANGE commands. Thus, the 
updated data is now in the new 
WEEKLYDATA command file on disc 
(remember that a file on the disc with the 
same name as that in a SAVE command will 
be overwritten) (see Fig. 6.). 

Po.,.lofWEEKL'fDATA 

EHTER WEEK 1 ;:: 3 .. is 6 '1 a 9 Ie 11 12" 
EHTERHSFI2141811ISSlle8691412" 
EHTER NASA 23 19 162' 24 2:5 28 29 32 26 21 21511, 
EHTER eNTL !5 '16" 1 6 2 :I 2 !5 !5 31' 

Total of4linuinRUH fj.le"WEEKLYPATA", 

Bl-AUG-S8 U:J8:56A,. 

'1'011 "my now oInter II.ft),l Easl,I Grlllli'li'll cOJIIIP'land, or iii!"'!!" IIny UIIII'" Key, 

Fig. 6. Notice the additional data in 
WEEKLYDATA above compared to that in Fig. 5. 

The next commands in WEEKLY graph the 
X-axis (WEEK) and the three curves 
(CNTL, NSF, NASA), title the axes, add 
legends for each of the curves, set the Y-axis 
range and X-axis tic intervals and add 
symbols to the lines. Notice the default line 
styles are used. 

Thus, the periodic report is easily done. You 
set it up once, and Easy Graphing and the 
Command Files handle all the details of the 
update. The person running the program has 
only been required to respond to a few 
questions about this week's data. 

Special Commands 

The following are some special Easy 
Graphing commands which may be used in 
Command Files (in addition to the other 
Easy Graphing commands): 

BELL 
CONTINUE 
KEYBOARD 
PAUSE 
PRINT 
RUN 
SAVE 

BELL causes the bell of the 4050 Series 
Graphic System to ring; a useful prompt in a 
Command File. 

CONTINUE is used in conjunction with the 
PAUSE command. 

KEYBOARD stops a command file and 
allows information to come from the 4050 
keyboard. As soon as RETURN is pressed, it 
continues executing the Command File. 
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PAUSE stops a Command File until a 
CONTINUE is entered. PAUSE is similar to 
KEYBOARD in that it allows information 
to come from the 4050 keyboard. It is used 
instead of KEYBOARD when it is an- . 
ticipated that one line of keyboard input will 
not be sufficient. The Command File 
remains suspended with information coming 
from the keyboard until CONTINUE is 
typed. 

PRINT, just like the BASIC PRINT com
mand, prints a message on the 4050 Screen. 

R UN tells Easy Graphing to get a Command 
File from the disc and begin executing it. 

SAVE instructs Easy Graphing to save all 
graph parameters in its memory on disc. 

As you can see from the previous example in 
Fig. 4, KEYBOARD (as well as RUN, 
PAUSE and CONTINUE) may be embedd
ed within another command. In this way the 
user's input, or the contents of another file, 
may be inserted into the command stream. 

How to Create a Command File 

You create a Command File using the 
UTILITIES EDIT routine. To invoke the 
routine, type in UTILITIES EDIT. Easy 
Graphing responds with the EDIT command ( 
menu, which shows the commands at your 
disposal to create a Command File, and then 
prompts you for the name of the RUN 
(Command) File. 

EASY GRAPHING 'EDIT'UTILITY 

COMtiAHD"EHU 
L - List to bottOM of file T - Go to top of HI. 
e - Che!,!, •• tC)(t in Clll"'l"cnt l1n. Co - D.l.t. CIII",..nt line 
I1-Pl"intthi,cClf'lPland",,,nu. X-Sav.tatted filcorbClIl out 
RETURN - Go to ncxt 11,.. 1- tn9:l1l.t a.ft.1'" clLrrent lhw.1 nu.l 1 

lin. to tCr-,,1tlllt. 

HOTE: An 11.1"'1'0101 (~) is printed to illdlc~te the COlltifUIGtion of ~ long 
Ihl of text. 

Ellter RUt! Ii Ie h~"e (RETURN to exit): 

At this point, using the EDIT commands you 
may enter into the file any Easy Graphing 
commands and their parameters. 

This completes the overview of PLOT 50 
Easy Graphing. The first article described 
the components which aid you in using its 
command language: 

o EASY GRAPH Resource 
o TUTORIAL Resource 
o HELP Resource 
o User-Definable Key Syntax Resource 
o LIST Resource 

The second article delved into its command 
language, familiarizing you with its 
capabilities. And in this article we looked at 
the Command Files. If you would like more 
information, or if you would like to see Easy 
Graphing in action, contact your local 
Tektronix Sales Engineer. ./jJ; 
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Relocating a Subroutine 

by Dan Taylor 
Tektronix, Inc. 
Wilsonville, OR 

In the course of programming, often you'll 
want to relocate a subroutine. The following 
steps provide a method to move a subroutine 
around lines of code while maintaining the 
integrity of the statements referencing the 
subroutine. 

I. RENumber your program to make 
room for the new location of the sub
routine, if necessary. 

() 2. SAVE all. 

o 

3. DELete all except the subroutine from 
4050 memory. 

4. RENumber the subroutine
carefully- to the desired location. 

5. SAVE the subroutine in another file. 

6. OLD all of the original file (SA VEd in 
Step 2). 

7. DELete the subroutine portion of the 
original statements. 

8. Insert REMark statement at the begin
ning line number for the new subroutine 
location. 

9. APPEND the subroutine to this 
REMark statement-don't specify an 
increment in the APPend statement. 

10. Use the EDITOR in the PLOT 50 
UTILITIES package or the EDITOR 
ROM Pack to fix the GOSUB's to the 
relocated subroutine, or do it manually. 

Note. All GOTO, GOSUB, etc., statements 
within the subroutine to lines out of it or to 
lines within it are okay. 

~1l()~IlAM M IN~ 
TI~~ 

le0 GOSUB 2ee 
lie GO TO 3ee 
2ee PRINT USING 210: 
21e IMAGE "ExQI'IPle 0;' Moving Subroutine" 
220 RETURH 
30e REM 
31 e GOSUB 200 
320 REM CONTINUE PROGRAM 

Step 2 ~~~~ 3 

Fig. 1. The subroutines contained in Statements 
200 - 220 will be moved around the rest of the 
program to line numbers 1000 and above. In this 
case Step 1, RENumbering, isn't required. Save 
the original program. 

Step 3 m ~9~ ~~SS35 
Step 4 REN 1000 

LIS 
Ieee PRINT USING lel9: 
1019 IMAGE "EXQMP1. of MOYing Subrou.tine" 
le2e RETURN 

Step 5 ~~tl~ 4 

Fig. 2. Next delete all code before and after the 
subroutine to be moved. The listing illustrates that 
the RENumber in Step 4 also changed the line num
ber reference in Statement 1000, i.e., from 210 
(in Fig. 1) to 1010. Now save the RENumbered 
subroutine in another file. 

Step 6 ~t~D 3 

Step 7 DEL 290,299 

LIS 
lee GOSUB 2ee 
lie GO TO 3e0 
300 REM 
31e GOSUB 2ee 
32e REM CONTINUE PROGRAM 

Fig. 3. OW in the original program. DELete 
the subroutine. The listing verifies that the sub
routine is gone. 
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Step 8 
Step 9 

Ieee REM 
FIND 4 
APPEND Ieee 

Fig. 4. Key in a REMark statement numbered with 
the beginning location of the subroutine and 
APPend the saved and renumbered subroutines. 

Step 10: LIS 

Cbange :~: ggs¥g m 
Cbange I ~r: ~5EuB 2ee 

320 REM CONTI NUE PROGRAM 
Ieee PRINT USING lele: 
1010 IMAGE "ExG.l'lple of Moving Subroutine· 
le2e RETURN 

Fig. 5. Now the GOSUB's, GOTO's, etc., refer
encing the relocated subroutine may be changed. 
Although this may be done manually, it's safer to 
use the EDITOR ROM Pack or the EDITOR 
program. 



Reconstructing a Header 

by Herman D'Hondt 
Tektronix Australia Pty. Ltd. 
Sydney, Australia 

and David Waiters 
Tektronix, Inc. 
Orlando, FL 

Anyone who has used the "non-header" tape 
mode (PRI@33,O:O,O,I)mayatsometime or 
another overwrite a file header with data or 
destroy it in some other manner. Conse
quently, this file won't be accessible in 
normal header mode, nor will you be able to 
do a TLIS of this file or any following. 
However, it is possible to reconstruct the file 
header so it is accessible again in header 
mode. 

When the header is reconstructed, the 
program or data in the file may be accessed in 
the normal manner. However, if you have 
written data into the header itself and want 
to save it all, be sure to bring the data back 
into memory in ,non-header mode and 
transfer it to another tape. Reconstructing 
the header will overwrite the first 256 bytes of 
data. 

The following routine prompts you for the 
information required to reconstruct your 
header. It is critical that you know how long 
your file was. If the new header specifies the 
file too long, you could overwrite the next 

file when outputting a program or data. If 
the new header specifies the file too short, 
you won't be able to recover all your 
program or data. JjJJ 
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lee REM *** RECONSTRUCT HEADER FIL.E *** 
118 INIT 
129 PRINT "L." 
138 FIND a 
149 PRINT 133,0;8,O, I 
159 DI" 01(1) 
168 DI" ':"(44) 
179 (~ ".1,42> 
180 * C' APPENDS REQUIRED ell AND DCl TO HEADER *** 
198 (13) 
290 (19) 
218 .. S' 
229 A.:oAnc, 
239 PRINT ·WHICH FIL.E HAS THE DAMAGED HEADER? "I 
249 INPUT F 
259 F.-STR<F) 
260 AS·REP<Ff,l,L.EH(Ff» 
279 PRIHT NHO .. LARGE WAS YOUR FILE MARKED (IE 1024, !512ih ETC.)? -I 
280 INPUT L 
299 L t -L/256 
389 IF IHT<LO-L.I THEN 329 
319 U-IHT<Ll)+l 
329 L'=STR(U) 
338 Af .. REP(L., 36, LEH(L.'» 
348 PRINT "WAS YOUR FILE ASCII, BINARY, HEW OR LAST (A,B,H,U-? "I 
359 11 
368 "ABNV, Tt, 1) 
378 T OF 440,4611, 49B,!59B 
3aB .!5 THEN 578 
3gB "IS THE FILE PROGRA", DATA OR TEXT (p,D,n 1"1 
4ea P, 
418 "PDT",P.t1> 
428 P OF 52B,548,568 
438 57B 
449 ("ASCII".9,LE!>I("ASCI!")"' .,. 
469 ("BINARY". 17,LENC."BINARY")) 47. 
4se ("NEW",9,LEN("HEW"» ••• 5ge ("LAST",9,LEN("LA$T")) 51. 
529 ("PROGR~I1", 17, LEH( "PROGR~M" > > 
53. 
549 ("DATA",17,LEH("DATA"») 
55. 
560 C"TEXT",17,LEN("TEXT"» 
57e "The Fl1e Hea.Gie!" !.Iou ha.ve const!"ucted u __ ",A' 
SS9 "(You!" Fi'e Sut! 1S nURbe!" of !"eco!"ds * 256 O!" ";L1*256; "i" 
599 PRINT "Is thu COI"'I"t!ct 1"; 
6S9 INPUT Q. 
619 IF ".O"Y" THEN lee 
629 FIND F 
639 PRINT t33:A. 
649 CLOSE 
659 FIND 9 
669 PRINT 133,0:9,0,9 
665 TLIST 
670 END 

( .". 
~) 

() 
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Chaining GPIB Cables 

by Patricia Kelley 
TEKniques Staff 

Rather than connecting each of your GPIB 
peripheral cables to your 4050 Desktop 
Computer, resulting in a big stack of GPIB 
cables on the back of your 4050, you may 
chain them. For example, you can plug the 
GPI B cable from your 4907 into your 4050 
GPI B port. Then to add a 4662 Plotter, 
simply plug it into the back of the GPIB 
cable in your 4907 port. Add a 4924 Tape 
Drive by plugging it into the GPIB cable of 
your 4662, and so on up to 15 peripherals. 

C-' Anyone cable, however, should not be 
" longer than 20 meters. And, of course, for 

any GPIB interfacing, over one-half of the 
GPIB devices must be turned on for the 
system to operate correctly. 

Programming Tip 
Exchange 
Send in your programming tip. Anyone of 
the following 4050 Series Applications 
Library programs· will be yours when it's 
published Simply jot down a brief descrip
tion of the function, the code, and your 
choice of program. Mail it to the 4050 Series 
Applications Library serving you; Library 
addresses are listed at the back of each 
TEKniques issue. 

51/00-0501/0 
51/00-0901/0 
51/00-1403/0 
51/()()..1603/0 
51/00-4002/0 
51/00-5204/0 

51/00-6002/0 
51/00-8004/0 
51/00-8017/0 
51/00-8022/0 
51/00-9507/0 
51/00-9533/0 

*Documentation and listing only. J;jD 
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4050 Series Applications Library Program Abstracts 

Order Contribute 

Documentation and program listings of each program are 
available for a nominal charge. Programs will be put on tape or 
disc for a small recordingfee per program plus the chargefor the 
tape cartridge or flexible disc. One tape/disc will hold several 
programs. Programs will be recorded on like media only, i.e., 
programs on tape cannot be sent on disc and vice versa unless so 
noted in the abstract. 

Contribute one program to the library and receive three in 
exchange. Send in the membership cardfrom your 4050 Series 
Graphic System Reference Manual to get the details. Or call us 
(503) 682-3411, ext. 3618. 

Forms 

(The program material contained herein is supplied without 
warranty or representation of any kind. Tektronix, Inc. assumes 
no responsibility and shall have no liability, consequential or 
otherwise. of any kind arising from the use of this program 
material or any part thereof) 

Please use the Applications library Order Form. Order forms 
are included in the Membership Packet and are available from 
your local Tektronix Sales Engineer. 

Outside V.S. 

Domestic V.S. Prices: 

Documentation and listings 
Recording Fee 

$20 per program 
5 per program 

30 per tape 

Program contributions or orders outside the U.S. must be 
processed through the local Tektronix sales office or sent to one 
of the libraries serving your area. See library Addresses section. 

Tape Cartridge 
Flexible Disc 15 per disc 

o 
H ABSTRACT #: 51/00-5205/0 

Title: On-Line Spectral Analysis (OlSA) 
Authors: R.J. Peterson, 

D.L. Raschella 
J.R. Uchida 

Dept. of Chemistry 
University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, TN 

Memory Requirement: 32K 
Peripherals: DVM 

Transera 641 
4662 Plotter 

Statements: 1327 
Files: 5 ASCII Program 

Requires a data tape 

2 ABSTRACT #: 51/00-6113/0 

Title: Controlling FFT Operations from 
Tape 

Authors: L.D. Mitchell 
John H. Herold 
Donatus C. Ohanehi 
Mechanical Engineering Dept. 
Virginia Poly tech. Inst. 
& State University 
Blacks burg, V A 

Memory Requirements: 8K 
Peripherals: Zonic Technical Laboratories 

FFT System Model 5003 
Option I Data Com

munications Interface 

~------. -----------~ 

The program acquires spectrophotometric 
data from a digital voltmeter on a real-time 
basis. The data are recorded on magnetic 
tape and are subsequently analyzed and 
plotted. The resulting spectra may be dis
played in several formats on either the 4050 
Screen or the 4662 Plotter. Absorbance is 
plotted versus wave number and wave 
length. Scale expansions and spectrum 
flattening routines are provided. 

The program is divided into four segments: 
input, baseline fit, plotting and dis play/edit 
routines. At the end of each segment, the 
operator can initiate the overlaying of the 
next segment or branching to another seg
ment through the User-Definable Keys. 

Statements: 147 
Files: 4 ASCII Program 

2 ASCII Data (examples) 

These programs enable the user to automate 
FFT operations using the ZTL 5003 FFT 
machine. They also simulate the batch 
routine option available on ZTL's FFT. 

Repetitive FFT operations may be con
trolled from tape. One program prompts the 
user to input FFT commands, delays to 
allow viewing, copying and transmitting of 
next commands and screen paging. These are 
stored in user-specified pre-marked data 
files. 

A second program transmits FFT com
mands on tape to the FFT system, displays 
the commands and plots. 
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Editor's Note: See the article in this issue detailing 
the application, "4051 Aids in Study of Radioac
tive Elements". 

A third program loads FFT batch programs 
from 4050 tape into the FFT memory then 
allows interaction for editing or execution. 

Theory, method and examples are allinclud
ed in the documentation. 

( 



~ o ABSTRACT #: 51/00-6118/0 

Title:'20ma Current loop Interface 
Authors: William M. Retallack 

John H. Taylor 
NOAA 
Boulder, CO 

Memory Requirement: 8K 
Peripherals: Model 33 Teletype 
Statements: 52 
Files: 1 ASCII Program 

One of the many different tasks we have in 

o 
H ABSTRACT #: 51/00-5206/0 

Title: On-Line Calorimetry Data 
Acquisition and Analysis (DCAl) 

Authors: J.R. Peterson 
D.L. Raschella 
J.R. Uchida 
Dept. of Chemistry 0·· University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, TN 

o 

Memory Requirement: 32K 
Peripherals: Digital Voltmeter 

Hewleti-Packard 3495A 
Transera 651 
4924 Tape Drive 
4662 Plotter 

Statements: 1485 
Files: 6 ASCII Program 

Requires Data Tape 
(First 6 on tape or recode statements) 

~ ABSTRACT #: 51/00-5902/0 

Title: lORAN-C Receiver Interface to 
4050 
Author: Peter G. Mauro 

Dept. of Transportation 
Cambridge, MA 

Memory Requirement: 8K 
Peripherals: Northstar LORAN-C Model 

6000 Receiver 
Northstar Interface 

Adaptor 6700 
Option I Data Communi

cations Interface 

data reduction is digitizing analog data and 
outputting long lists of X and Y values. To 
save on the cost of hard copy paper, a special 
interface was constructed. The analog data is 
digitized, scaled and the output is listed on a 
Model 33 Teletype. It has been in use for over 
three years and hasn't dropped a bit yet. 

The interface connects through the RS-232 
plug. Complete schematics are included in 
the documentation along with a short 
digitizer and output program. 

The program acquires calorimetric data The data analysis/evaluation routine per
from a digital voltmeter and an HP 3495A forms drift line extraplations and all in
Scanner on a real-time basis. Using a ther- tegrations; the results are stored on magnetic 
mistor in the microcalorimeter, the changes tape. 
in temperature are detected as changes in 
resistance. A Wheatstone bridge is used to 
measure this resistance change. The change 
of resistance is monitored by the bridge 
detector. The output of the bridge detector 
and the voltages E and E are input to 
the 3495A Scanner. The 4051 commands the 
scanner to connect the appropriate channel. 
It then directs the DVM to read the voltage 
and send it to the 4051, where it's stored on 
tape. The program operates on an interrupt 
action by depressing appropriate User
Definable Keys. Reading rates may be 
altered. Experimental data that are collected 
consist of bridge calibrations, calibration 
heatings, and the dissolution reaction heat of 
the sample. 

Statements: 93 
Files: I ASCII Program 

The program accepts serial information 
from a LORAN-C receiver and stores it on 
tape. It will plot the latitude and longitude 
position of the LORAN-C receiver on the 
4050 Screen as both are driven along a 
roadway. It will plot directly from the 
receiver or from the data stored on tape. 

It doesn't plot the latitude and longitude 
position directly but takes a running average 
of five consecutive readings to smooth out 
the plotted curve. 

Areas of application include emergency vehi
cle dispatch and fishing craft path plotting. 
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Dr. DL. Raschella operates the 4051 
and microcalorimeter systems. 

LATlTUO£ IS THE VERTICAL III!!I! LONG"lTut>.E IS TKE HORIZONTAL AXIS 
SCAlE IS e.82 HAUT. I'IILES PER TIC I TERUAl 
ORIGHt IS 42 24.7:1H 71 '6.141<1 



ABSTRACT #: 51/00-6115/0 

Title: Camera Triggering Circuit 
Authors: Steven Fahnenstiel 

William Retallack 
NOAA 
Boulder, CO 

Memory Requirement: Determined by user 
program 

Peripherals: User-built interface 
l6-mm Camera 

Statements: 14 
Documentation Only 

Animation has allowed us to show motions 
of particle populations in the earth's 
magnetosphere as a function of time, and 
provided a way to correlate data from two 
nearby satellites into a two-dimensional 
picture of boundary motion. 

A surplus l6-mm single-frame camera with a 
25-mm Angenieux lens is used for filming. 
The camera has a solenoid-operated 
guillotine shutter in which shutter speeds are 
determined by the duration of the applied 
current. The specially designed interface uses 
the signal lines from the GPIB. In l6-mm 

ABSTRACT #: 51/07-5407/0 

Title: Measurement of Absorption Spec
tra 
Author: John Rolfe 

National Research Council 
Ottawa Canada 

Memory Requirement: 16K 
Peripherals: 4907 File Manager 

GPIB Digital Voltmeter 
Hewlett-Packard 6940B 

Multiprogrammer 
300 Baud Printer 
Optical Apparatus 

Statements: 349 
Files: I Binary Program 

Requires Data Files 

The apparatus controlled by this program 
measures optical transmittance of a sample 
as a function of wavelength. Wavelength is 
varied by a stepping motor on a 
monochromator. An analog circuit with a 
voltage output of 0 to + 10 volts monitors the 
transmittance. 

--~--------------------

format, plus-x reversal film at ASA 50 allows 
resolution limited only by that of the graphic 
system. 

The camera is tripod mounted and roughly 
centered before the screen. Using a PRINT 
@32,21:65,50 statement, a reference point is 
dra wn at the screen's center. Fine adjustment 
is done using a jig consisting of a square rod 
with two orthogonal vanes at its end. The 
camera is then positioned so that the vanes 
lie flush against the screen surface, with the 
rod aligned along the camera axis and 
centered on the screen. Camera-to-screen 
distance is 22 inches using f5. 6 with a shutter 
speed of 1.5 sec. 

A subroutine triggers the shutter one or more 
times in succession, followed by eight PAGE 
commands to reinitialize the automatic 
origin position. 

Documentation includes interface schema
tics. 

The program controls the stepping motor 
through HP 6940B with a 59500A GPIB 
Interface unit. The digital voltmeter used to 
read transmittance is a Systron-Donner 
7344A. Program slews stepping motor to 
starting wavelength, scans through to ending 
wavelength in steps separated by time inter
vals. Step size and time intervals are 
calculated by the program for optimum 
information collection based on the 
monochromator band width (calculated 
from the slit width) and the time constant of 
the analog circuit. 

The data is printed in tabular form, plotted 
on the 4050 screen and recorded on the 4907 
disc as the run progresses. The main data file 
is random access binary, each record con
taining the transmittance. The wavelength is 
easily calculated from the record number 
since readings are taken at equal wavelength 
intervals. At the end of the experiment all 
parameters are written on a separate header 
file, a short sequential file which is useful for 
subsequent data processing. 

User-Definable Keys allow for interruption 
or stopping the run, manual stepping of the 
monochromator, and some housekeeping 
functions. 
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b) Printer output 

USfRLIB;TEST nlE=AllSl l1liE OF \::XfEklN£KT: 04-FElHIO 15:42:43 
NOTES 1 TEST RUN, 100XTRAHSHIS510H 
SCIILE Eip(,NsrO,~=30 SLIl l,lInTH=30 MICRONS TEMPERATURE.s300.0 Ie 

Rfe.NO. IIAVElENGT/i 
1 5500.0 

11 5$01.0 
21 ~502.1 
31 5S0l.1 
<11 5504.2 
51 5505.2 
61 ~506.2 

71 5507.3 
81 5508.3 
91 5509.4 

101 5510.4 
111 5'S11.5 
121 5~12.5 
131 :5513.5 
141 ::i~14.6 

H:AItSHITTANCE (STEPSQFO.l04ANGSTROMS) 
5.0313 5.39 5.39 5.30 5.23 S.21 5.38 5.395.435.38 
5.665.695.645.61 5,605.565.545.635.745.76 
5.79 5.B4 :i.68 5.85 5.78 ::'.69 ~.6j 5.50 5.40 5.28 
5.085.\45.105.015.095.044.94 4.9\ 4.964.95 
-4.13 4.!l5 4.92 4.934.884.81 4.80 4.79 4.78 '''73 
5.01 4.964.924.924.944.924.99 4.984.974.96 
5.11 5.125.17 S.IS 5.12 5.14 5.17 5.08 5.04 5.02 
5.013 5.155.225.21 5.11 5.26 5.32 5.33 5.28 5.2J 
5.24 ~.27 5.29 5.20 ::i.19 5.21 5.24 5.21 5.21 5.22 
5.JJ 5.35 ~.JO 5.20 5.21 S.21 :1.255.20 ::i.I:! ~.09 
5.395.445.485.525.51 5.51 5.485.425.335.29 
5.363.3135.405.415.39::'.455.455.465.545.60 
5.845.885.963.996.006.096.096.035.925.80 
5.52 5.59 5.58 5.53 5.50 5.53 5.61 5.68 5.69 5.70 
:5.45 5.n 5.~5 5.49 

UHE l:()NSIAIH=!SEC. r\L:SUl..linm!=O.33 ANliSfRijMS 
STM'!TIH& ~A.VElENGTH= 5500.0 EN~ING WAVELENGTH"" 5515.0 ANGSTROMS 
YUit"4.731 YHAX"o.090 
AillIlfHlIHIL NOTES: *NOHE 
04-fHHllJ 15:45:31 

a) SCl"eenplot 



·~ 0) ABSTRACT #: 51/00-6119/0 

Title: 4050-ARGUS Display Subsystem 
Interface 

Author: Chuck Paulsen 
E.I. DuPont 
Newtown, CT 

Memory Requirement: 8K 
Peripherals: Option I Data Communi-

cations Interface 
lEE-ARGUS Alphanumeric 
Display Subsystem 
(Plasma Dot Matrix) 

Statements: 124 
Files: 5 ASCII Program 

I Binary Data (example) 
Requires pre-marked data files 

We use the 4051 to drive our ARGUS 
display. The first program prompts for the 
"pages" of 8-line messages to display and the 
time delay between messages. It converts the 
messages into the special six-bit code re
quired by the display device, and stores the 
messages and display time on tape. 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-6116/0 

Title: AID Sampling and Modification 
Author: Barry T. Bates 

Dept. of Physical Education 
University of Oregon . 
Eugene, OR 

Memory Requirement: 24K, 32K best 
Peripherals: 4051R05 Binary ROM Pack 

Transera 652-ADC A/ D 
Converter ROM Pack 

Statements: 412 
Files: I ASCII Autoload 

I Binary Program 

Sixteen data channels can be monitored over 
three different voltage ranges of ± 10, 2.4 and 
0.3 volts with resolutions of 5, 1.2, and .16 
millivolts. Single channel sampling rates of 
38,819 and 23,496 samples/sec are possible 
with 8 bit and 12 bit mode respectively. 
Multi-channel sampling rates are limited to 
9000 samples/ sec. 

C'\ The ROM Pack A/ D provides 12 routines 
. . ' for operating, manipulating and displaying 

the data. In addition to controlling the ROM 
Pack routines through the User-Definable 

A second program reads the information 
from the data file and outputs one page at a 
time to the display. 

File 1 is a directory. Files 2 and 3 contain the 
programs which have no REMark state
ments in order to conserve on memory. Files 
4 and 5 contain the programs documented 
with REMark statements. 

Keys, the control program provides an 
additional five functions. 

Initialize program 

Bit resolution 
Voltage Range 
Number of Channels 
Sampling order 
Sampling rate 
Sample total 

Sampling 

Keyboard 
Automatic triggering 

Designate channel 
Input voltage 
Pre-trigger values 

Unpack data (string to array-floating 
point) 
Unpack 2 data (string to array-raw volt
ages) 
Pack data (array to string) 
Modify/scale data 
Graph data 
Print data 
Summarize / change parameters 
Data to tape 
Data from tape 
Delete data points 
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ABSTRACT #: 51/00-8033/0 

Title: Digitize and Modify Data 
Author: Barry T. Bates 

Dept. of Physical Education 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, OR 

Memory Requirement: 16K 
Peripherals: 4051R05 Binary ROM Pack 

Digitizer using GPIB 
Statements: 505 
Files: I ASCII Autoload 

I Binary Program 
Data Files Required 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-6117/0 

Title: Tektronix/Hewlett-Packard 488 
Interface 

Author: Robert Cope 
Michael Bowman 
Atlantic Analysis Corp. 
Norfolk, VA 

Memory Requirement: 8K 
Peripherals: Hewlett-Packard 9835 or 9845 
Statements: 70 
Files: I ASCII Program 

2 
ABSTRACT #: 51/00-6120/0 

Title: Hewlett-Packard-Tektronlx
Amdahl Interface 

Author: Subarna B. Malakar 
Dept. of Natural Resources 
State of Florida 
Gainesville, FL 

Memory Requirement: 8K 
Peripherals: Option 1 Data Communi

cations Interface 
Hewlett-Packard 9810A 

programmable calculator 
Hewlett-Packard 11205A 

Interface 
Amdahl 470 V/6-II with 

OS/MVS Release 3.8 and 
JES2 NJE Release 3 of 
NERDC, U. of Fla. 

The program inputs data from a digitizer and 
writes it to tape. Data may be stored in two 
forms: a) Two files per data point digitized, 
first file: I$,N,Tl,XI,T2,X2, ... ; second file: 
I$,N,Tl,YI,T2,Y2; or b) Single file: 
I$,N,P,XI, YI,X2, Y2 ... Xn, Yn, Tl, T2, ... Tn; 
where T values are absolute time of oc
curence or image number input as integer 
values and X and Yare the coordinates ofthe 
data points. Choice A is convenient if data 
are to be smoothed. 

The user indicates the number of data points 
to be digitized per frame/ image and the total 
number of frames/images is determined by 
memory. The data for each frame/image 
may be digitized once or several times and 
averaged for storage. In addition the user can 
input a reference point as the last data point 

This program transfers messages input from 
the keyboard of an HP 9835 to a 
TEKTRONIX 4051 and vice versa. The 
purpose is to demonstrate the capability of 
the HP 9835 and TEKTRONIX 4051 to 
communicate using the standard IEEE-488 
Interface bus and to demonstrate the in
terrupt capabilities and limitations of both 
computers. The configuration simulates an 
interconnection between a TEKTRONIX 
4054 and a Hewlett-Packard 9845 which 
were not available at the time the evaluation 
was conducted. 

Communications using the 488 bus will 
make it possible to off load the graphics 
processing load in ECLIPS tactical display 
systems to an intelligent graphics display 

Statements: 241 
Files: 5 ASCII Program 

I ASCII Data (example) 

The programs perform the following func
tions. 

1. Directory. 

2. TCP-SIGN ON-Allows 4051 to operate 
as a terminal to the host computer at 1200 
baud. It prompts the user to sign-on to the 
host computer on TCP mode, and to 
execute select TCP commands by retur
ning to BASIC. 

3. TCP to TEK-Allows a TCP file from 
the host computer to be sent to a tape file 
on the 4051. 

4. TEK TAPE to TCP-Allows data on 
4051 tape to be sent to TCP workfile. 

5. HP to TEK TAPE-Allows data from 
HP 9810A system cassette files to be 
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and all values can be shifted so they are 
identified relative to this point. This 
references all framed/images to a common 
coordinate system without reorientation of 
the coordinate system with each new/ 
frame/image. Program is terminated by a\ 
time or counter value greater than 99. The 
data may be corrected during or following 
digitizing. User-Definable Keys scale, shift, 
print and graph the data. 

Parts of the program may be overlaid to 
increase memory for data. 

which will free the other computer for 
message processing and textual information 
display. The interrupt capabilities of the 
machines will make it possible for each 
processor to devote full time to their respec
tive tasks, being interrupted only to service 
operation requests or intercomputer com
munications needs on a time available basis 
ensuring that the high priority message 
processing is never neglected. 

The complete evaluation is included as part / 
of the documentation. 

transferred and stored in 4051 tape files. 
External switching is required to change 
the interface to HP 9810A. Certain 
prompting control characters must be 
sent from HP 981 OA through the 
PARAMETER LIST key for other con
ditions. 
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ABSTRACT #: 51/00-5702/0 

Title: Two Factor Repeated Measures 
and Independent ANOVA 

Author: Barry T. Bates 
Dept. of Physical Education 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, OR 

Memory Requirement: 16K 
Peripherals: 4051R05 Binary ROM Pack 

Transera Auxiliary Memory 
Manager 

Statements: 744 
Files: 1 ASCII Auto Load 

8 Binary Program 
Requires Pre-marked Data Files 

This statistical package analyzes two factor 
repeated measure designs (AxBxS). Data 
may be input from the keyboard or from 
tape, and stored on tape. In addition to the 

summary table, the marginal means of each 
of the three matrices can be evaluated as well 
as any of the simple main effects. A final 
feature collapses the data into a two-factor 
independent measures design (AxB) or simp
ly analyzes two-factor independent measures 
data. All main effects and simple main effects 
can be evaluated. 

The program is separated into eight sections. 
Although the sections are stored in the 
Auxiliary Memory Module, they could be 
called from tape or disc. User-Definable 
Keys drive the program: 

Data from keyboard 
Data from tape 
Data to tape 
Compute 
Matrix Computations 

Summary Table (R) 
Matrix Analysis (R) 
Simple Main Effects (R) 
Main Effects (1) 
Summary Table (I) 
Simple Main Effects (I) 
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c , 
",Xl 

" :::~::~::~: )-
xl,x2,Xl.X4 } 
Yl,Y2,Y3,Y4 
U,Z2.Z3,Z4 
Vl,'OI2 
P,Q,R 
P$,Q$,R$ 
1$ C$." 

A(NHl,e+l) 
A1(3) 
A2(3) 
M(ll 
82(5) 
&J(T) 
A(I,e+l) 
Cl(C«5) 
C2(C*r) 
A(NHl.I) 
51(3) 

520) 

53(1) 

54(1) 
H(8) 
Hl(S-H,C+l) 
M2(T+l,e+l) 
M3(S+l,T+l) 
M~(P+l,Q+l) 

Used to Store .•• 

Ih,lI.ber of Bubj""ta 
Levels of one factor (conditions) 
1..",,18 of other factor (trt.h) 
eo""t .. r. 
p, 
Vadehles "Red tc identify different degrees 
offreedOli 
F-UUo.nd ftlenumber for rape 
Vs.,i,blea .. aed to ealculate partial vdue. for 
F_NltiO 

Vadablnuaed to (denHfyllun" forco<nparieona 
T~orlry"·rf.ble.fotS,C,T 
TelllPorary variables far "S","C",''T" 
Title of tape tU. 
TeIIIpOraryatdngvartahlea 

Used to Store ... 

Rawdat'l'luarowandc<>lmnnaUIIB 
Sl.IlIIofaquareaforC,5,T 
SUlllof Squarn for CS,CT,ST 
Sumofaquareda"Dres 
SUlUDfscoresfDrSfactorB 
sUlll5ofacoreaforTfactors 
SUQlflofacorssforCf.ctora 
Sums of scores forCS fllCtors 
Sumsofac:ore.forCffllctors 
SUlUof scores forST factors 
SUlll.llofsquBredacoreadividedbyntllllherofacDres 
forC,S,T 
SUlllofsqu"redacoresdlvl.dedhynumberofscore. 
forCS,CT,ST 
SUlllofsqusredscoreBdlvldedbynumberofBcorea 
for CST 
SUltlofsqueredscous 
Mesn aq""reo 
Datapluar"",andco1umnaullIsforsClllatrlx 
DIItaplusr""Bndco1U111nsll!lls for 'rC 1I\Btrh: 
Dat.B plus row Bnd coluM .u .... for ST .. aurl< 
T""'I'0rary arrn for simplelUin effect a andysis 



Other New Programs Mathematics ABSTRACT #: 51/00-8038/0 

The following programs are new with this 
issue of TEKniques. However, since they are 
described in the catalog which accompanies 
this issue, the complete abstract will not be 
presented here. They are categorized and the 
abstract number, the title, and the author are 
furnished to help you locate them in the 
catalog. 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-5505/0 Title: Text Editor 

Business 

Accounting 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-0104/0 

Title: Project-Schedule Chart 
Author: Polly Jennings 

Tektronix, Inc. 
Beaverton, OR 

Analysis 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-0720/0 

Title: Machinery Cost Analysis 
Author: Gene Laurel 

Ministry of Agriculture & Food 
Vineland Station, Ontario, 
CANADA 

Engineering 

Civil 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-1203/0 

Title: PLAIMETER 
Author: Steve J. Czehura 

The Anaconda Copper Company 
Butte, MT 

ABSTRACT #: 51/0-1204/0 

Title: Unit Traverse 
Author: U.S. Forest Service 

Six Rivers National Forest 
Eureka, CA 

Title: Mixture Experiment & Contour 
Author: Connie Breithaupt 

Tektronix, Inc. 
Rockville, MD· 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-5506/0 

Title: 3-D Function Plot 
Author: Dony Robert 

Brussels, Belgium 

Miscellaneous 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-6121/0 

Title: Speak/Plot 
Author: Scott Adams 

State of Nevada 

Utility 

Central Data Processing 
Carson City, NV 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-8012/1 

Title: Leroy Character Generator 
Author: Mark Mehall 

Tektronix, Inc. 
Wilsonville, OR 

ABSTRACT #: 51/07-8034/0 

Title: Variable Name Changer 
Author: Mallory M. Green 

U.S. Dept. of HUD 
Washington, D.C. 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-8035/0 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-1205/0 Title: REMark Outliner 

Title: Watershed Measurement 
Author: Gerald Zastera 

Nebraska Natural Resources 
Commission 

Lincoln, NE 

Scientific 

Physics 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-5408/0 

Title: Simulation of the Millikan Oil 
zTitle: Drop Experiment 
Author: D.D. Venable 

R. Blakey 
Hampton Institute 
Hampton, VA 

Author: Mallory M. Green 
U.S. Dept. of HUD 
Washington, D.C. 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-8036/0 
Title: Spider's Web Character Generator 
Author: Gene Lynch 

Tektronix, Inc. 
Wilsonville, OR 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-8037/0 

Title: Automatic Hardcopy File Listings 
Author: Roger Chan 

USV Pharmaceutical Corp. 
Tuckahoe, NY 
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Author: Dennis Ward 
Tektronix, Inc. 
Beaverton, OR 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-8039/0 

Title: Tape File Header Expander 
Author: Randy Bowling 

Tennessee Valley Authority 
Chattanooga, TN 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-8040/0 

Title: Variable Font Presentation Aid 
Author: William R. Sebra 

U.S. AMSAA 
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-8041/0 

Title: Binary Data File Duplicator 
Authors: R. Molins, Y. Juguet 

National Polytechnic Institute 
Grenoble, France 

Graphics 

ABSTRACT #: 51/07-9539/0 

Title: Enhanced Pie Chart 
Author: Isaac C. Arthur, Jr. 

U.S. Dept. of HUD 
Washington, D.C. 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-9540/0 

Title: GAZI NTAMAP 
Author: Gene Turner 

California State University 
Northridge, CA 

ABSTRACT #: 51/07-9541/0 

Title: Negative/Positive Bargraph 
Author: Isaac C. Arthur, Jr. 

U.S. Dept. of HUD 
Washington, D.C. 

ABSTRACT #: 51/00-954210 

Title: 4010 Style Graphic Character 
Data to GDU Conversion Rewrite 

Author: Paul J. Kristof 
Tektronix, Inc. 
Wilsonville, OR 
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